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FOREWORD
European education system has changed a lot during past 20 years. These
changes have been forced not only by technological and social issues, but mainly by
trying to find the most effective methodologies to allow every individual to get
education within his needs.

Unfortunately early child care and preschool education level is one of the most
sensitive for reforms because it affects the society group (children in age from 1,5 up
to 7 years) and this groups capability to learn the learning skills. Traditional
methodologies used in preschools around the Europe has shown stable achievements
but still there is an open questions – have the preschools done everything to provide
educational content accesibility to every child?

Research carried out by four Project partners from Latvia, Romania, Turkey
and Estonia shows that pedagogues are noticing that traditional methodologies used in
preschools can exclude number of children from educational process for years and it
demands to develop pedagogical methodologies that are based on unique needs of
every child not the majority capabilities. Such tools demands great obseervation work
and creativity from pedagogues who daily work in early child care but also provides
interesting results in feeld of individual achievements.
There can’t be only one methodological approach that allows pedagogue to
transform current group oriented work into approaches of work based to individual
child needs but partners have noticed that usually the lack of educational
achievements in early child care is related to ineffective pedagogical work and
delayed corrections of pedagogical methodologies. There are two main preconditions
to organize effective pedagogical work with child – the first is necessity to have
reliable and stable content with child who just has experienced great impact of
changing his life from living in family to socializing in preschool. The second
precondition is based to pedagogical competence and finding the type of cild’s
perception because respecting the individuality of child and acting within his needs
allows to decrease the time of educational activities and raise effectiveness of them in
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preschool. It is crucial to understand that preschools role is significant in field of
development of learning skills and only interesting and including educational process
can give positive emotions to child and provide favourable conditions for child’s
development.

Since 2015 four preschools (DC4F in Latvia, Gazionmanpasa Anaokulu in
Turkey, Ioan Popescu preschool in Romania and Paasuke in Estonia) have analized
methodologies that have direct relation to child’s abilities to understand educational
content. Pedagogues in their daily work used diverse approaches to provide
educational content by the different types of child perception – visual, audial and
kinesthetic. Pedagogues were organizing the observation of their students as well as
using innovative pedagogical approaches to provide thematical content accesible for
every type of perception.

This manual contains not only the analysis of know-how in field of visual,
audial and kinesthetic (VAK) implementation in preschools but also provides set of
practical advises and recommendations for every preschool pedagogue to be used
during use of VAK concept.

Prelimary results show that use of VAK concept allows to involve in
educational process increased number of students and has important influence of
pedagogues competencies by strenghtening his creativity and connection with child in
preschool.
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VAK CONCEPT METHODOLOGY

"And to imprint everything easier you need to appeal, whenever possible, to senses
... the sight and taste, with the hand must be united… ,the matter to be learned
should not only be exposed, as to enter only in the ears, but it should be presented
through images, so that the representation imprints on the eye, ear, intellect and
memory. (...) Through real intuition starts the learning, and not through the verbal
description of things."
J.A. Comenius Didactica Magna

Effective learning is achieved when the teacher is able to discover students’
strengths and build their ability to learn in a wide range of styles. Interactive teaching
and learning techniques give very different results depending on the group of students
involved, and the individuals who make up these groups. An explanation for this may
be the asymmetry between the learning style of the learner and the learning
opportunity offered by the teacher. Therefore, learning opportunities must address the
full range of learning styles existing in the classroom.

The issue of teaching styles and learning is not new. Since the '70s, more and
more empirical observations have shown that, despite efforts to adapt approaches
applied to the classroom, the results are not always as expected. Differentiation and
individualized teaching has to consider not only the outcomes of learning but also the
psychological characteristics and the environment of learners.
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The concept of learning style has become very influential, the recognition of
the learning styles can be an accelerator of change, a point from which learners can
develop new styles of study. The concept envisages, in particular, the idea that every
child has favourite styles, identified, usually through specific tests. The teachers can
improve the learning process by teaching in such a way as to meet students' preferred
learning styles. This leads to the achievement of objectives and it provides a
framework for various approaches to the educational process.

The learning styles are defined as personal dispositions affecting student's
ability to acquire information, interact with peers and teachers and participate in
learning experiences. These personal dispositions are reflected in reasons, perceptual
abilities, and information processing methods, preferences for a particular sensory
modality, social relationships and physical environment characteristics. (Grasha,
2002)

So, the learning style involves two fundamental dimensions, namely a
psychological dimension and an action one. The practical aspects of students’ activity
are based on psychological mechanisms and reactions which become apparent
indirectly, through behaviors that do not seem to be directly related to the role of
student. Since the learning style is the result of the interaction of several factors, it is
important to surprise its optimal expression as a sum of these factors. In fact, the
learning style is particularly important to engage in the process of cognition, being
stable over a longer period of time and unique to each individual.

"Learning is a process that is an active and constructive process which always
takes place in a particular context, so situational, multidimensional and systematic.
Learning outcomes can not be predicted, the processes of building being individual
and specific to the situation "(Siebert, 1999), so they are dependent on an organized
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structure of knowledge, cognitive schemes, which influences the way we select,
interpret and store information. Learning can be defined as the act of elaboration of
mental/cognitive operations and strategies. The procedural aspect of learning includes
the moments or processes that make up a training sequence. In the procedural activity
the following steps can be distinguished:
-

perception of the material

-

assimilation and understanding of knowledge

-

memorizing

-

application

-

knowledge update

-

knowledge transfer

The motivational aspect of learning refers to the involvement of the pupil in
the learning act and in solving the training tasks.

In conclusion, we can define school learning as the process of mnemonic
acquisition, of active assimilation of information, of forming intellectual operations,
intellectual and motor abilities and habits, of attitudes. School learning is marked by
individual differences, by the different styles in which students learn.

Learning styles determine cognitive schemas in that they insure the type of
information assimilated, the way it is organized and stored.

The teaching style is defined as a set of behavioral relatively constant
structures of training, communicating, cooperating with the students, of deciding on
learning situations and adopting attitudes towards results and their behaviors.

Learning and teaching styles

environment in which the learning

are actually behaviors or actions that,

process occurs (Ladd and Ruby, 1999).

both teachers and students, show in the
learning process. Students’ behavior
provides information on how they
perceive, interact and respond to the
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Teaching practice has raised a number of questions on the compatibility of
teaching and learning styles, and on the flexibility on their use.

Firstly, there are difficulties and controversies on the conceptualization of
cognitive styles and learning styles. The field of study of the learning styles is not
uniform in terms of the disciplines involved, psychology, pedagogy and
neurosciences. For the same thing there are different names, such as "learning styles",
"thinking styles", "cognitive styles", "cognitive strategies", “cognitive styles ","
learning aptitudes"," thinking styles " "directions of learning" or "learning
conditions". Most often the terms of cognitive style and learning style are used as
being synonyms. The cognitive style is defined as "the preferred mode of perception,
updating and thinking or the distinct way of understanding, storage, processing and
use of information" (Woolfolk, 1998).

I. Al. Dumitru shows that the learning styles include not only cognitive
elements, but also affective and psychomotor elements, structured in a specific way
on the subject, including certain features of training and sets of instructional
prescriptions that accompany the actual achievement of learning (Dumitru, I. al.,
2008). Learning has as distinct mark the individual differences, the individual styles
in which the students approach a learning situation. Every person has a personal
manner of approaching a learning situation, of engaging in solving a task; each one
has a certain way of relating to certain topics.

The

learning

style

is

the

organization and control of cognitive

expression of a strategic learning,

processes, the learning style refers to

specific to the learning activity. Unlike

the organizing and control of learning

the cognitive style, which refers to the

strategies and knowledge acquisition.
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N. Entwistle talks about the way to approach learning (approach to learning),
through which he understands also the learning style and describes an orientation
towards meaning, profound approach to learning, an orientation towards reproduction,
a surface approach of learning, and an orientation towards acquisition, an approach of
learning in terms of success (Entwistle, N., 1988). He states that this variable must be
reported to the content and context of learning.

necessary

to

understand

the

preferences specific to the personal
learning style and to realize which
learning

style

creates

the

most

effective way of understanding and
retention.

P. Wyman believes that in
order to facilitate learning it is

The analysis and use of learning styles, regarded as an individual reaction way
of the student to the educational process, is important from the perspective of
competency-based teaching. Both changing the position of school in the global
training process of students, and the need for flexibility and adaptation to various
situations, demand the consideration of students' social and psychological baggage.
On the other hand the content of the curriculum and of the test reflect the major goals
of the training program. Hence the perception of learning depends also on the quality
of the assessment, the measure in which it overlaps with what the teacher transmitted
in the classroom.
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The learning style consists from “cognitive, emotional and physiological traits
which serve as relatively stable indicators on how the subjects perceive, interact and
respond to the learning environment "(Keefe, 1982 as cited by Kauchak and Eggen,
1998), to which the personality dimensions are added. No learning style model is
perfect or complete, none remained invulnerable to criticism. Each one manages to
capture some aspects while neglecting others, having both strengths and weaknesses.
The issue of learning styles relates mostly to the methods of school teaching.
The current tendency in education says that it is absolutely necessary that for
efficiency in learning and from an educational perspective, we need to research on
learning styles and the right methods to developp the right abilities to make learning
efficient.
Awareness of the dominant features in
the learning styles and awareness of
the ways of approach for each style,
can optimize the development of the
teaching strategy.

Students who learn efficiently (Harpe, Kulski şi Radloff, 1999, p.110) have the
following features:
-

have clear goals regarding the object of learning

-

own a wide range of learning strategies and are aware of when to apply them

-

ability to use the available ressources effectively;

-

ability to understand their strengths and weaknesses;

-

ability to understand the learning process;

-

ability to control their feelings appropriately

-

ability to take responsibility for their learning process;

-

ability to plan, monitor, assess and adapt their learning process
The learning process model is a valid and comprehensive instrument, the only
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one that can identify the multiple elements of the learning styles that can influence the
individual (Shaughnessy, 1998). There is a wide range of styles.
One of the most influential models of learning styles is created by Dunn and
Dunn (1978). This one combines the internal and external motivational elements. In
essence, this model indicates that there are five factors that determine and influence
learning styles:
-

the environmental factor (the conditions where the learning process
performs);

-

the

emotional

factor

(motivation,

persistance,

responsability,

conformism/non-conformism, the need of structure);
-

the peer pressure factor (the preference for lone working or for team
activity with or without supervision

-

the physiological factors (the preference for visual, auditory or kinesthetic
style, the favorite moments of the day;

-

the psychological factors (the analytical, global, impulsive or reflexive
model in order to process the information).

,,Students can learn anything if
the teaching materials are delivered by
using methods compatible with the
dominating features of their learning
style; the same students fave failure
when the materila is treated after
incompatible methods with their strong
elements'' (Dunn, R, 1990).
R. Dunn

concluded that the students perform better when the teaching

methods are adapted to their learning style, through studies which proved that
students whose strong traits were taken into consideration to approach the best
teaching method, obtained 75% better grades than those who were not included în this
program (R. Dunn, apud Shaughnessy, 1998).
According to A. Kolb's opinion, learning style represents the concrete way of
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achieveing change in behaviour either through lived experience, through reflexion,
through expriment or through conceptualization. Kolb' s theory supports the cognitive
aspect and encourages to learning through experience or experential learning and it
identifies the four learning styles based on the four stages of learning- learning
through emotional involvement, learning though observation and inspection, learning
through thinking and through action:
a) convergent style- operates to abstract level, using the deductive reasoning;
b) divergent style - preference for the concrete, imaginative and emotional
experiences in confrontation with things and people, preoccupied by the persons more
than things.
c) assimilating style - which creates concepts at abstract level and which is
based on reflective observation, prefrence for creating theoretical models using the
inductive reasoning in order to reunite the disparate observation în an integrated
model;
d) accomodating style – prefrence for concrete experience, continuous
experimentation, risk taking.
As to the relationship between the learning styles and the learning aptitudes,
the learning styles represent ,,the heuristic learning superior level which facilitate the
development of an upper class of certain aptitudes'' influenced by the close proximity
(Kolb 1984). According to Kolb, understanding students’ learning styles, offers
advantages to both sides. Therefore, students will be able to understand how they
have to change their learning style in order to approach efficiently a particular field of
knowledge and the teachers will also be able to adjust their teaching method and
emphaty will develop through ongoing dialogue with the class.
The most simple and the most wide-spread categorisation of learning styles is
the one based on the sensory style known as the VAK model. This one defines
learning styles of those who learn as being visual, aural and kinesthetic.
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The way we process information, using mainly one type of the sensory
receptors, has profound implication on the way we learn, which often explains the
difficulties or the ease in absorbing and processing information. The learning styles
identified the most of the theories are based on sensory and socials factors.
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VAK MODEL FEAURES
People with a visual learning style process the informations in a visual form
and value presentation materials better if there is visual aid or video sequences;
people with an aural learning style understand and learn better while they are listening
and the people with a kinesthetic learning style learn better by touching or handling.
(Dumitru A, 2011).
A variant of this model is VARK which also identifies the reading learning
style of people who learn best by reading.

We learn with the help of three main sensory receivers – sight, hearing and
touching. Generally, all three receivers are used. However, one or more of these styles
are dominant. The dominant style defines the best way through which a person can
accumulate new informations by filtering the content that must be learned. The style
can be different for each task. Student can prefer a learning style for a task and o
combination of style for another task. Very few people learn using only one style. The
majority have a dominant learning style and a secundary learning style. Studies
showe that 65% of population are visual learners, 30% are aural learners and only 5%
are tactile – kinesthetic learners.

The most important element that helps teachers to decide relating to a format
or

another

of

their

lessons

is

the

feedback

from

their

students.
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Those who learn more easily
through auditory styles easily
remember verbal commands, they store
easier when they talk about a subject
and, generally, they understand and
stores the better when the information
is transmitted on the verbally.

The children who adopt this style, as a general rule, learn all that is required
during the class, but they spend a lot of time studying independently. An aid for
storage is to read the information aloud. Other features would be:
- they like discussions in class or in small groups
- they like to speak
- they easily expose their views in the presence of other persons
- shall be notified to the hour
- they manage to understand the ideas talking about them
- explains the people around and this makes them pleasure
- have a good memory data
- they prefer music funds while learning
- they obtain good performance in the Romanian language and foreign
languages
- they easily remember what they say and what others are saying
- it is difficult for them to work in silence for a long period of time
- they remember best through verbal rehearsal and discussions
- they prefer activities which involve the dialogs or music
- they verbalize actions undertaken in order to meet the difficulties of
learning
- they also need explanations about how to do one thing.
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The visual style learning is the most widespread. In this case, the
persons may easily remember the read or written information and find useful
diagrams,

papers,

pictures,

drawings,

When they learn

etc.

is easier if

they try to build a sketch (chart,
drawing) for each main idea. These
people have a photographic memory.

They also:
-

prefer visual media, interior of the contents, in addition to the explanations

-

need illustrations, maps, diagrams, component which stimulate learning

-

remember visual details

-

prefer to see how to make a thing

-

are easily distracted by the sounds around them

-

like the colors, the underlines

-

in the interpretation of a text using visual elements

-

prefer the order, both in the organization of teaching materials and in the
space of learning, on which they control

-

study the contents in a personal manner (diagrams, drawings, extraction of
the main ideas);

-

reading and rewriting are frequent methods for fixing the knowledge

-

uses the computer
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The kinesthetic style is focused on applied part of the information. In this
case, persons may have problems with theoretical memory. On the other hand, they
will easier assimilate and withhold information when doing activities which involve
their

application,

when

they

are

actively

involved.

In the independent study they
can obtain great results if connecting
the new information to experiences.

Persons with this style of learning:
-

need manuals for using different products

-

remember quite well what they do

-

they are physically involved in learning and learn from the situations in
which they experience

-

they like to use their computer, they like to build and know how to handle
the material for learning

-

they can’t stay long in one place

-

they like to "play" while learning

-

the enthusiasm is manifested when they have driving activities

-

they like game role

-

they "talk" with their hands
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THE IDENTIFICATION AND USE OF STYLES OF LEARNING
The recognition and understanding of these differences in the styles of
learning requires acceptance and the use of a large variety of methods, procedures,
teaching materials for the presentation of new content. The identification of the styles
of learning helps understanding the relationship between the students and the act of
learning. Teachers can discover how their students prefer to learn by observation.
They should analyze the behavior of the students in different learning situations and
should have discussions about the way in which prepare their lessons at different
disciplines, conditions in which they study, the method which bring them success or
the perfect moments for learning.

Knowledge of the proper style of learning is beneficial both for the students
and teachers. The student will realize the qualities, gaps, the needs of the learning and
will choose the study that will improve the self-esteem. The teacher should initiate
many exercises for students to identify the dominant style for learning. Also, it
develops an interpersonal communication relationship teacher-students-parents, shall
be determined strategies to optimize the learning by identifying the reasons which
generates the failure at the school. The teacher has to reconsider the barriers to the
learning and find an optimistic approach of the full potential of the child. At the same
time it can improve the management of time and team work. As educators, it is
necessary to present the information using all the sensory modalities in order to offer
the students the opportunity to get involved.
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However, when using the styles of learning we must take account of the fact
that they have a neutral value, there isn’t a style better than the other. Teachers must
prevent errors of appreciation as a style is better or another is more creative. They are
at the same time as productive in learning, when properly used, in full accord with the
preferences of the trainee. The style of learning can help differentiation and
individualization of the learning and does not represent a way of mixing of the group.
For students, the style of learning indicates the manner in which they prefer to learn or
to work and not the content of what they learn or fields in which they do best. The
identification of the individual styles of our students will be useful only if we answer
with appropriate methods of individual preferences.

A risk that may occur is that the preferences of our style, as trainers,
influenced by adequate experience with a given environment of training, might lead to
a style of teaching in which to encourage our own style which may harm those
students who prefer other sensory grading channels.

The style can be distinguished by the level of performance. If some behavior
associated with a strategy of learning seems to be placed before other sets behaviors strategies, then it is possible to relate to skills and not to the styles of learning.

In conclusion, the style of learning, as a result of the acquisition of autonomy
in learning is created in time, after assimilation of a rich experience in the activity of
learning, but it is determined by certain features and dimensions of the personality of
the pupil. It is therefore necessary for teachers to use different learning activities, to
make use of all the styles of learning. At the same time, the efficiency of the
educational process consists in the correlation of learning styles with the styles of
teaching, representing an important component in the design and implementation of
the lesson in accordance with the interests, the needs and the special features of the
age of the students.
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METHODOLOGICAL SUGGESTIONS OF VAK
PRINCIPLES ON TEACHING THE NAURAL
SCIENCES AT PRESCHOOL
THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
The curiosity of children can contribute to effective observation of all
phenomena of nature, the surrounding reality. With a little help, children can see
things that an adult can ignore. In particular the activities of Knowledge of the
Environment is very important to use the experiment. Ideally, at every lesson of
environmental knowledge the teacher should use experimental method: when
introducing the lesson, in order to stimulate pupils' interest to new information, during
the lesson - to deepen knowledge or to provide feedback activity.

The

spirit

of

observation,

curiosity, desire to know are some of
the conditions that underlie learning by
using the experiment.

The experiment may create positive emotional states, may lead students to use
their experiences, gained from experiments, in other future activities. By using the
experiment, learning becomes more robust, the preschool actively participates in
learning, he notes, formulates questions and finds some answers. Also the spirit of
investigation is formed and developed, the students acquire the ability to formulate
hypotheses and to verify them.

By conducting an experiment, the students appropriate some practical skills,
develop their logical thinking, creativity. Children need to see, to touch, to smell,
hear, taste in order to understand, to learn, using the three main sensory receptors sight, hearing and touch. Most of them use all three to receive information. However,
one or more of these styles of learning is dominant. The dominant style defines the
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best way through which a person can learn new information by filtering content to be
learned.
Since their coming into kindergarten, children need to know the creatures that
surround them and how to protect them.

Children with visual learning
style predominant, by having direct
contact with plants around them, can
describe (color, size, shape), identify
parts, can deduct their role, can notice
the influence of environmental factors
on plants.

Children

with

kinesthetic

learning style predominant use the
sense of touch (to specify roughness,
thickness,

consistency),

smell

(to

specify flowers or fruit smell), taste (to
recognize the taste of fruit and
vegetables). In order to adopt an
attitude of respect for the environment,
they can plant different plants, under
the supervision of the teacher.
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Children with auditory learning style predominant verbalise observations and
conclusions made during activities.
As a form of organization, the
teacher works most often frontal, but
also

individually

and

in

groups.

Themes that relate to the animal are
preferred by children, as it can be
achieved through direct contact with
the animal (dog, cat, rabbit, parrot), in
addition to using molds or images.

Children with visual learning style predominant depict parts of the animal
(color, shape, number, size), name external components, compare two or more
animals. Children with auditory learning style predominant, recognize the sound
produced by an animal, they can specify different cubs, classify them according to
different criteria. Children with predominantly kinesthetic learning style reconstruct
the animal body from different puzzle pieces, imitate or recognize actions performed
by animals.

Topics such as Water, Air, Soil can be addressed interdisciplinary. Water can be
studied in terms of physical properties: different substances can be dissolved in it, it
has density, it is important for plants and animals etc.

It can perform experiments on air characteristics: density, compression, physical
properties, hot-cold air, Aircraft, its importance for plants and animals, etc. Instruction
materials can be easily purchased and are available to everyone; it can work
individually or frontal, the experiment method can be twinned with observation
(visual and kinesthetic styles) and discussions with students or explanation (auditory
style).
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Acquiring knowledge about nature is achieved by direct contact, direct and
organized, using objects and phenomena in the immediate environment, so that, on
this basis, to achieve knowledge about more distant environmental and general
phenomena. The teacher can perform such experiments to highlight: the state of
motion or rest, falling bodies, electrical simple circuits, state of plastic or elastic
deformation, production and capture sounds, density, materials that are made bodies,
the movement of the planets, the sequence of days and nights, the importance of the
sense organs, the importance of friction, the formation of precipitation, the water
cycle, the rainbow formation etc.

In conclusion, the use of the experiment in The Knowledge of the Environment
class, tailored to the three dominant learning styles, leads to optimization of teaching
and contributes to stimulating preschool environment interests.
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MATHEMATICS
Determining the learning style of preschool is crucial for future school's
performance. After identifying the learning style of the child, the teacher adopts
optimal strategies of teaching - learning - assessment, so that the result of teaching to
be consistent with objectives.

Mathematics held in each group activity involves a multitude of methodic,
imposed by the choice of teaching materials, methods, didactic discourse.
Preschoolers group is heterogeneous, consisting of children of similar ages, but with
different physical and mental development and each fitting into a particular teaching
approach, so that the teacher identifies at the beginning of each school year the
learning style of each child.

Children who rely on visual
learning style are easy to see. They are
enthusiastic about the pictures, books,
forms and letters, drawing and arts.
Visual children are very careful and
pay attention to facial expressions
demonstrations.
Attention is their strong point. They rely on the sense of visual for exploration,
understanding and memorizing information. Stimulation of these children is done by
using mathematics teaching material, concrete and semi concrete, specifically tailored
to their level of mental development. It will appeal to vegetables, fruits, flowers,
pictures, toys, chips, ppt presentations or movies. This way it is stimulated the child's
learning process.

The knowledge-building activity is achieved by coloring sheets; preschoolers
need to encircle, to associate, to complete. The sheets have to look pleasant, to be well
positioned on the page, not extremely loaded. The educator must not forget the
creative side of children with visual learning style, which can realize collages,
drawings, models that would highlight their personality.
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Teaching strategy used by teachers involves a deep knowledge of each child
and solid knowledge of early childhood pedagogy. The methods used are constantly
observing, teaching game, story after pictures, chat, gallery tour. The teaching
materials used should always be diversified so that preschoolers be permanently
attracted by the shape, the color, the presentation and the organization. An example is
the introduction of the concept of "crowd" and the relationship between "element" and
"crowd". There are necessary different educational materials formed from various
circles with a diameter of 50 centimeters, chips, figures, toys, logi kit. By using
teaching materials it is formed the notion of cardinal number, by dividing the quantity
of objects of the same number and to the corresponding figure.

In the introduction to geometry lessons, the educator uses the logi kit, objects
of different shapes, colors and sizes, toys, pictures and computer games. At the 1.5 - 3
years, the teacher emphasizes on geometric shapes round and square, on their
recognition in specific cases, by pronouncing these words in a correct and conscious
way. It is made a connection between objects in the environment and these shapes,
without explaining other attributes, such as size, thickness or color.

In learning the primary colors red, yellow, blue, the teacher uses different
images that are dominant in these three colors, then switch to colored objects and toys
in these colors; teacher emphasizes on identifying the correct color in simple contexts
and their correct pronunciation.
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Children who rely on auditory learning style best perceive new information
and concepts if they hear. They have highly developed sense of hearing and
concentration and retain information by listening. These children perform tasks if they
have music in the background. They use their hearing to explore the world,
communicate better, talk and explain; they express their opinions or views, easily
retaining songs that you play accurately. To obtain good results in activity instructive
– educational activity, the child who relies on auditory learning style must use
appropriate teaching: music, audible toys, audiobooks.

The appropriate teaching methods are: music games, the explanations
accompanied by musical support, conversation, exploiting the child's auditory side. It
is developed, thus, the creative side of the child. Children who rely on auditory
learning style need more sound, so CDs are always present with educational songs for
children, toys that mimic musical instruments, bells, tambourines. Each issue will be
illustrated by the same number of sounds, each color will have its stanza of a song.
The teacher will use words, sounds, musical games to attract children to the
fascinating world of knowledge. Every day can be a foray into the world of
knowledge, by inventing a story with words and sounds.

The teaching methods that are constantly used are: conversation, exercise,
explanation, “the thinking hats method”, “I know, I want to know, I learned”, which
are carefully chosen. The commonly used form of organization is the frontal one.
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Children who rely on kinesthetic learning style are also known as tactilokinesthetic children, that use touch and movement to explore the world around them
and to learn new things. Many children who develop a physically learning are tactile
and kinesthetic at the same time, but some may develop more of a particular skill.

Mathematical activity is a good occasion to value the child kinesthetic skills,
so that teaching material will be used for sorting, comparison, association,
composition and decomposition of crowds. Shapes and geometric forms are taught on
the basis of educational material which is handled, compared, analyzed.

The kinesthetic learning style child needs a well planned strategy, with activeparticipative methods with different forms of organization.

The musical game, the movement game, the active observation, the role play
contest are preferred by these children. Professor aims to teach something, create a
story through its gate, increase their interest in knowing by touch, smell, observing all
the sense. If the teacher wants to learn them to count, he can do it by jumping the ball;
if he wants to learn them the concepts big-small, he will do dwarf or giant steps etc.
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VAK CONCEPT PRACTICAL PLANS

To provide practical support for pedagogues who implements VAK concept in
their pedagogical work, Project partners have prepared set of practical tools available
on-site and online.

VAK Toolbox for Teaching Nature Sciences is complex Play-Activities
cards with 400 thematical topics and proposed content and pedagogical work
description on it. Pedagogue may choose appropriate theme from 4 topics
(Experiments, Maths, Physics and Chemistry, Biology and Environment). Each card
is created to be used in three age levels and proposes activities within three perception
types. Sample of Play-Activities and methodology using cards is provided in
following next chapter.

Group premises plans are Project partners implemented plan of learning and
activities zone based on perception type.

Planning of equipment is recommended list of equipment that can be used to
provide most appropriate tools for learning process.

Recommendations for organization of work place for child are Project
partners developed guidelines to provide most appropriate environment especially for
Nature Sciences learning.
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SAMPLE OF PLAY-ACTIVITIES BASED ON VAK
CONCEPT
BIOLOGY. TOPIC “WHAT IS ROOT?”

SAMPLE PLAY-ACTIVITY ORGANIZATION:
Pedagogue greets children in morning and shows that he has a closed basket today.
Pedagogue: “Dear friends, this weekend I was in country side and took with me today
basket with autumn gifts. Do you know what are these?”

Children try to guess.
Pedagogue: “Do you remember hat we ere doing in spring and summer in our
garden?”
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Allows children to express their ideas and remindes that they were planting and
growing vegetables.
Pedagogue: “So let’s look what vegetables do we have now?”
Pedagogue shows carrots, beets and radishes. Asks whats the name of each vegetable,
what color it is.
Pedagogue: “Let’s try to arrange all vegetables from smallest to biggest!”
Disseminates all vegetables to children divided in groups and allows them to try to
sort vegetables. Motivates children to share vegetables for touching more objects.
Pedagogue: “As we all know all of these vegetables can be eaten – let’s try them!”
Takes all children to kitchen to wash and prepare vegetables for eating. Whole group
returns with vegetables back to group and pedagogue asks them to try to eat them and
listen sound of crunching. While trying vegetables pedagogue tells children what
healthy impact to our body gives eating carrots, beets and radishes. Finally pedagogue
asks children what is their favourite vegetable.

When every child has told favourite vegetable, teacher provides children paper
sheets with wax crayons or colors and asks them to draw their favourite vegetable.
Pedagogue provides necessary colors (orange, red and white) every child.

After work children works are collected in small exhibition and pedagogue
may finalize learning activity by telling whose groups of children prefer what
vegetables.
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EXPERIMENTS. TOPIC “AT THE FARM – COUNTING”

SAMPLE PLAY-ACTIVITY ORGANIZATION:
Before learning activity pedagogue needs to organize media movie about animal
farms with dogs, horses and chickens (there may also be another animals), figurēs of
these animals.
Pedagogue: “Good morning, children, please tell ne who has been in any animal
farm?”
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Children reflect, tell what farms they have been visiting and what impressions they
have regarding farms.
Pedagogue: “Let’s have a short inside look one other farm!”
Pedagogue switch on media file with short movie about animal farm. During movie
pedagogue asks children to count the dogs, horses and chickens in this movie in
group. Children loudly counts.
Pedagogue: “So, let’s summarize – how many dogs (3 in this example), horses (4 in
this example) and chickens (5 in this example).”

Children are asked to divide into groups and look on their table here are placed shapes
and figures of these animals. Pedagogue asks to choose first chicken figure and
pronounce the “language” of chicken. The same is asked for both other figures.
Pedagogue asks children to imitate animals as many as they were in movie and
children with their shapes divides into group of chickens (5), horses (4) and dogs (3).
While grouping pedagogue tells about other animals that are in farms and what is
purpose of every animal (chicken provides eggs, horses are used for riding, dogs
guards).

Pedagogue finalizes learning activity by repeating what number of animals
they learned and what animals were they introduced to.
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GROUP PREMISES BASED ON VAK CONCEPT
To provide effective pedagogues work with learners, DC4F in experimental
studies have found the most effective plan for organisation of learning process based
on lerners perception type.

Screens / Stands

Methodological Tools
and Didactic Games
Bookcase

Learning
Tables
Learning
Tables

Learning
Tables

Learning
Tables
Learning
Tables

Adjusted
Recording
System
Methodological Tools
and Didactic Games
Bookcase

Play and Rest Zone

Audialists

Visualists

Kinesthetics
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PLANNING OF EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT FOR THE VISUAL LEARNING STYLE

The child prefers to see images
as to understand the external or internal
reality, and he /she observes all
physical

elements

and

concrete

materials from the playroom. He/ she
carefully

organizes

materials, and

the

learning

likes to decorate the

learning space.
The child prefers photographs and illustrations with printed content, better
recalls and understands charts, tables and maps. He/ she appreciates presentations
using the projector, enjoys participating in visual arts activities.

The teacher must provide interesting visuals in a variety of graphics, to ensure
superior quality organization of the presentations. During the activities, she/he aims to
be heard by all the children as to be listened and understood s good as possible.
She/he does schemes, charts, drawings, sketches and summaries easy to listen to and
watch, considering the fact that at this age the ability to focus attention is weaker.
She/he uses the whole range of technology: computer, overhead projector, video
camera, closed circuit TV, photos, charts, graphs, Internet etc. She/he provides
children with alternative materials such as photos, coloring books, billboards, posters,
collages, TV shows, games, notes, newspapers, recipes, magazines, lectures, books,
post-it notes, objects (e.g. the box of letters), maps, charts, illustrations, exhibitions,
cartoons, power point presentations (slides), video projector movies, sheets, reports,
colored cards, crosswords, puzzles, letters, journals, newsletters, worksheets, lists of
questions and solutions.

The work equipment which the institution should make available to the
educator is discussed below based on the experiential area addressed in preschool.
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Equipment

Educational role

Usage/ methodological
suggestions

Language and communication field
Illustrations
with To retain the main stages Suitable size, central location
images from tales
of the story
pastel colors without harshness
Tokens with images To achieve the story Dimensions 3X4 cm, pastel colors,
from tales
using the story right steps images as close as possible to
reality (like a picture)
Plush Puppets

Simulates
the Appropriate sizes 10-15 cm, soft
conversation
between plush material, easy to maneuver
characters, develops the without risking injuries
vocabulary

Puppet Table

Increases
creativity, Must stay fixed on the table 60 x
develops imagination and 100 cm, with a light frame and
team spirit
natural textile material, curtain and
space to hide

Posters with images Increases
interest
from nature
knowledge

in 80X120 cm suitable size, location
- in the visual field of children

Storybooks

Increases the interest for A4 format, colored, thick foil
knowledge,
reading, without sharp corners
narration; now is the first
contact with the letter and
the printed word

Coloring books

Increases
interest
knowledge

Newspapers
magazines

Dictionaries

in Paper size B5, easy to handle, with
a maximum of 24 pages, printed
with quality ink

and Increases the interest for Colored and black and white, high
knowledge,
reading, quality ink, font 14-24
narration; now is the first
contact with the letter and
the
printed
word;
different writing styles
are perceived
Increased interest in the Specific to age 3-12 years
printed word; the basis of
learning are set
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Letters, invitations, The first contacts with Beautifully colored, no risk of
greeting cards
protocol
conversation accidents
forms
Magnetic
with letters

board Forming the habit of A4 format for individual use, with
using letters, of knowing box for letters, rounded corners
and composing syllables
and words

CDs with stories, Increases the interest for
tales and poems
knowledge,
narration;
now is the first visual and
auditory contact with the
story
told
by
the
characters.
Alphabet board

The most representative tales and
stories are chosen, with a strong
educational character, with a
positive impact on the child

Forming the habit of Large size, for use in front of the
using letters, of knowing group
and composing syllables
and words

Alphabet in Pictures Forming the connection A4 format,
between the image and photo type
word and letter that
begins the word
Stamps with letters

Templates
letters

colorful

graphics,

Recognition and use of Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm
letters

with Writing letters with the Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm
help of templates

Notebooks

Practicing writing

B5 size, with maximum 24 white
sheets, without lines, with rounded
edges

Crayons, markers, Practicing writing
colored chalk

Without toxic content, appropriate
sizes 10-15 cm

Science field / Mathematical activity
Tokens with images

To construct multitudes

Dimensions 3X4 cm, pastel colors,
images as close as possible to
reality (like a picture)

Magnetic board

It simulates the action of Appropriate sizes 10-15 cm, soft
composition
and plush material, easy to maneuver
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decomposition of a set
Blackboard

without risking injuries

Increases
creativity, Must stay fixed on the table 60 x
develops imagination and 100 cm, light frame and natural
team spirit
textile material, curtain and space
to hide

Posters with images Increases
interest
from nature to knowledge
suggest sets of
objects
or
geometrical shapes

in 80X120 cm suitable size, location
- in the visual field of children

Books
with Increases the interest for A4 format, colored, thick foil,
illustrated problems knowledge, for solving without sharp corners
simple problems; now is
the first contact with the
figure and number
Coloring books

Increases
interest
knowledge

Silhouettes,
diagrams

Transition
from
the Beautifully colored, no risk of
concrete forms to the accidents
semi concrete ones

Magnetic
with figures

board Forming the habit of A4 format for individual use, with
using
numbers,
of box for letters, rounded corners
forming multitudes, of
doing simple operations

CDs
mathematical
games

with Increases
interest
in the most representative games,
knowledge,
ascending with educational impact, are
and descending counting chosen
is done

Numbers game

Numbers
images

Stamps

in Paper size B5, easy to handle, with
a maximum of 24 pages, printed
with quality ink

Forming the habit of Large size for use in front of the
using letters, of knowing group
and composing syllables
and words
and Forming of connections A4 format,
between image, figure photo type
and number

colorful

graphics,

with Recognition and use of Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm
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numbers
Templates
numbers

figures
with Writing of figures with Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm
templates

Notebooks

Practicing
figures

writing

of B5 size, with a maximum of 24,
without lines, with rounded edges

Crayons, markers, Practicing
colored chalk
figures

writing

of Without toxic content, appropriate
sizes 10-15 cm

Counting

Formation of multitudes, A4, no risk of accidents
comparison,
ordering,
simple operations

Board with pockets

Formation of multitudes, A2 size, textile material, placed on
comparison,
ordering, a wooden or metal frame that is
simple operations
stable

Logic kit

For
learning
colors, Kit for teachers and children, of
geometrical shapes, for plastic, without sharp edges
differentiating
large
pieces from the smaller
ones, of the thin pieces
from the thick ones

Science field / Environmental education
Masks and puppets To better understand the Suitable in size colorful
to handle
environment
Didactic games for To better understand the Tokens illustrating elements of the
knowing
and environment
environment
understanding the
environment
Didactic games for
the presentation of
natural phenomena
- experiments

Increase children's ability
to
understand
the
occurrence of natural
phenomena

Performing experiments suitable to
the
theme
for
a
better
understanding of the phenomenon
presented

Didactic games for Learn to plant plants and
developing
an know their role in nature
environmental
behavior

Children need to learn to protect
nature by planting new plants, but
also through proper care of
existing ones

Puzzles
animals,

with Grow
flowers,

the

interest

in A4 format, colored, thick foil
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birds, fish

knowledge

Signs
of
education

Set
of
images

without sharp corners

road Recognition and use of suitable size 80X120 cm, location
road signs
- in the visual field of the children
or tridimensional
various Grow the
knowledge

Educational films

interest

in Size A4 on glossy cardboard

To stimulate interest in Screening for 15-20 minutes
knowledge

Man and society field / Education for society
Costumes
and To understand the history Can be authentic or in miniature
handicrafts
from and traditions of their
around the country
people
Folk art vessels

Set
of
images

To know the traditions Must be of different shapes, sizes
and customs of the and colors
country's historical areas

various Grow the
knowledge

interest

in Size A4 glossy cardboard

Educational films

To know the traditions Screening for 15-20 minutes
and customs of the
country's historical areas

Moldings

To retain specific stages Suitable size, appropriate colors,
of creating an object
different shapes

Ornamental stamps

Recognition and their use

Accessories
housework

for Develops the capacity to Gowns, rompers, caps etc.
handle themselves in
various situations

Housework kits

Set
of
images

Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm

Grow creativity, develop Must contain appropriate toys such
imagination
as pots, plastic cutlery, stove etc.

various Grow
interest
knowledge

in Size A4 glossy cardboard

Man and society field / Practical activities
Moldings

To retain specific steps to Suitable size, appropriate colors,
create an object
different shapes
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Ornamental stamps
Accessories
housework

Recognition and their use

Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm

for Develops the capacity to Gowns, rompers, caps etc.
handle themselves in
various situations

Kits for household Grow creativity, develop It must contain appropriate toys
chores
imagination
such as kitchen ware, plastic
cutlery, stove etc.
Set
of
images

various Grow
interest
knowledge

in Size A4 glossy cardboard

Aesthetic and creative field /Musical activity
Musical
Help the teacher in Guitar, violin, organ and so on
Instruments for the transmitting
accurate
educator
information
Musical
Instruments
children

Recognition and their use
for

Tuning fork

Set
of
images

Can be normal or in miniature:
harmonica, whistle, drum, violin,
guitar,
organ,
tambourine,
maracas, cymbal, triangle, bell,
castanets, and trumpet.

Development
of
the Natural dimension
musical rhythm and the
perception of sounds
various Grow
interest
knowledge

in Size A4 glossy cardboard

Aesthetic and creative field /Plastic arts
Pencils,
brushes, Practice
markers,
painting
watercolors, color
palettes

drawing

/ Without toxic content, appropriate
sizes 10-15 cm

Ornamental stamps

Recognition and their use

Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm

Coloring books

Increase interest in the Paper size B5, easy to handle, with
fine arts
a maximum of 24 pages, printed
with quality ink

Different types of Grow creativity, develop Must be of good quality, different
paper and cloth
imagination
sizes, easy to handle
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Set of images from Grow creativity, develop Size A4 glossy cardboard
nature
imagination
Easel

Preparing for a healthy A3 format, from wood, with well
working style
polished margins, on a wooden
frame with an adjustable height

Gymnastics bench, To perform different Suitable size, central location
trellis, slide, tunnel physical exercises
for
crawling,
gymnastics
mattresses, bowling
cones, hoops
Sandpit, trampoline, For
the
harmonious Spaces, like the one for the sand
rope
development of the body pit and hopscotch, trellis, slides,
are arranged at the level of the
yard of the kindergarten.
Gymnastics
Develop the imagination Set of multiethnic and gym suits
costumes,
and practical spirit. They
traditional costumes emphasize the talent of
each child

Psychomotricity/ Physical education
Gymnastics Bench, To perform different Suitable size, central location
trellis, slide, tunnel physical exercises
for
crawling,
gymnastics
mattresses, bowling
cones, hoops
Sandpit, trampoline, For
the
harmonious Spaces, like the one for the sand
rope
development of the body pit and hopscotch, trellis, slides,
are arranged at the level of the
yard of the kindergarten.
Gymnastics
Develop the imagination Set of multiethnic and gym suits
costumes,
and practical spirit. They
traditional costumes emphasize the talent of
each child
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EQUIPMENT FOR THE AUDITORY LEARNING STYLE
The child remembers very well what he says and what others say, preferring to
discuss the ideas, even if not immediately understood. He /she find it difficult to work
quietly and in silence pentru a long time. He/she remembers best through verbal
rehearsals and talks in a loud voice. He/she remembers very well verbal tasks.

He/she enjoys the opportunity of
making theater presentations (drama,
puppetry, skits, reciting lyrics etc.),
which include the use of music. The
child likes group discussions, debates,
and shows interest and enthusiasm for
verbal expressions (musicality and
rhythm of words). He/she is easily
distracted by noises, but just as easily
by silence.

The teacher needs to reformulates the main ideas and questions. She/he needs
to vary the speed, volume, intensity of speech which helps to create a suitable and
interesting "composition / song" for the ear. She/he writes down the key points or
keywords that helps to avoid confusion due to pronunciation. During the activities,
he/she makes sure she is heard by all the children as for them to listen and understand
better. He/she incorporates multimedia applications (ICT) in teaching and learning
using: sounds, music, stories, recordings on cassettes, videos, CDs, musical
instruments. You can use in this respect: oral reports or presentations, discussions
with the class or a group.

The equipment that the institution must provide to the educator is presented
below according to the experimental areas:
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Equipment

Educational role

Usage/ methodological
suggestions

Language and communication field
Plush Puppets

Puppet
Table

Simulate
conversation Appropriate sizes 10-15 cm, soft
between
characters, plush material, easy to handle
develop vocabulary
without risk of accidents

theater Increases
creativity, Must stay fixed on the table 60 x
develops imagination and 100 cm, with a light frame and a
the team spirit
natural textile material, curtain and
space to hide

Storybooks
accompany
cassettes

that Increase the interest for A4 format, colored, thick foil
the knowledge,
reading, without sharp corners
narration; now is the first
contact with the letter and
the printed word

Magnetic
with letters

board Forming the habit of A4 format for individual use, with
using letters, of knowing box for letters, rounded corners
and composing syllables
and words

CDs with stories, Increase the interest in
tales and poems
knowledge,
narration;
Now is the first visual and
auditory contact with the
story
told
by
the
characters.
Alphabet board

he most representative tales and
stories with a strong character
education, positive impact on
children

Forming the habit of Large size, for use in front group
using letters , of knowing
and composing syllables
and words

Crayons, markers, Practice of writing
colored chalk

Without toxic content, appropriate
sizes 10-15 cm

Science field / Mathematical activity
Magnetic board

It simulates the action of Appropriate sizes 10-15 cm, soft
composition
and plush material, easy to handle
decomposition of a set
without risk of accidents
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Blackboard

Increases
creativity, Must stay fixed on the table 60 x
develops imagination and 100 cm, with a light frame and
team spirit
natural textile material, curtain and
space to hide

Books
with Increases
interest
in A4 format, colored, thick foil
illustrated problems knowledge, for solving without sharp corners
simple problems; now is
the first contact with the
number and figure
Silhouettes,
diagrams

Transition
from
the Colorful, without the danger of
concrete forms to the accidents
semi concrete ones

Magnetic
with figures

board Forming the habit of A4 format for individual use, with
using
numbers,
of box for letters, rounded corners
forming sets, of doing
simple operations

CDs
mathematical
games

with Increases
interest
in The most representative games
knowledge,
ascending with educational impact are
and descending counting chosen
is done

Crayons, markers, Practice
colored chalk
numbers

of

writing Without toxic content, appropriate
sizes 10-15 cm

Counting
with Formation of crowds, A4 size, without the danger of
musical sounds
comparison,
ordering, accidents
simple operations
Board with pockets

Formation of crowds, A2 size, made of textile materialcomparison,
ordering, placed on wooden or metal frame
simple operations
that is stable

Logic kit

To
learn
colors, The kit for
the teacher and
geometrical shapes, to children, made of plastic without
differentiate the large sharp edges
pieces from the small
ones, the thin pieces from
the thick ones

CDs with various To learn
songs and stories concepts
with a mathematical

mathematical 10 minutes listening time
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content

Science field / Environmental education
Didactic games for Understanding
knowing
and environment
understanding the
environment
on
Audio – Video
support
Didactic games for
presenting
phenomena
from
nature
experiments
on
audio
video
support

the Tokens illustrating elements of the
environment

Increases
children's Performing experiments suitable to
ability to understand the the topic for a better understanding
occurrence of natural of the phenomenon presented
phenomena

Educational games Learn to plant plants and
for development of know their role in nature
an environmental
behavior, on audio
- video support
Educational films

Children should learn to protect
nature by planting new plants, but
also through proper care of
existing ones

To stimulate interest in Screening for 15-20 minutes
knowledge

Man and society field / Education for society
Cassettes / CD with To understand how to It will contain information about
various themes
interact with others
the rules of behavior in society maximum 20 minutes
Cassettes / CDs To know the traditions Will incorporate elements of
with didactic videos and customs of the geography, history, religion of the
country's historical areas
people - maximum 20 minutes
Educational CDs

CDs
geographical
themes

Contribute to a greater Will have into the content
awareness of the role that information about the rights /
children play in society
duties of the child - maximum 20
minutes
on A better development of Will transmit information about
national awareness
the country / capital / hometown maximum 20 minutes
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Man and society field / Practical activities
Audio cassettes or Develops practical and Contains
information
about
DVDs of didactic aesthetic sense
different techniques of work:
videos
ikebana, origami, cooking etc.
CDs with norms of Recognition and their use Contain
information
about
behavior
in in concrete situations
preventing domestic accidents,
different situations
fires; using various tools and
utensils

Aesthetic and creative field /Musical activity
Audio cassettes and Helps
the
CDs with different understand
types of music
accurately
information

child Will present different genres of
more music: light, classical, popular,
the carols etc.

Cassettes or CDs Contributes to a more Contains negatives of the songs
with negatives of accurate rendering of the that children learn during the
the
songs
for melody
diferent themes studied
children
Audio tapes with Knowing and performing Will include musical games and
musical games
them
games with tect and songs specific
to the age
High-tech
visual Development
of
the It will include different techniques
complex
for musical rhythm and the of teaching music education
learning activities
perception of sounds
Computer software Development
of
the It will be adapted to children's age
for
music musical rhythm and the
composition
rendering as accurate as
possible of sounds

Aesthetic and creative field /Plastic arts
CDs voiced with Their proper use
elements of visual
language

They must be of high technical
quality

CDs with didactical Recognition and their use
movies

They will contain information
regarding the presentation of
exhibitions, museums

Audio tapes with Increases the interest in Will

present

work

techniques
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information about the fine arts
the
working
techniques used in
this field

specific to the fine arts, but can be
easily used by children

Psychomotricity/ Physical education
Audio video CDs/
cassette
with
information about
basic motor skills

Knowing and performing
of basic motor skills
The
harmonious
development of the body

Will contain information to
illustrate some basic motor skills
and practical tools - including
eurhythmy, modern and popular
dances

Cassettes / CD Knowledge of them and Will contain information about the
audio-video
their use
correct sanitary skills -including
containing
annealing factors
information about
the sanitary habits
Music CDs

Relaxing the body during Contain music appropriate to
times
of
physical sports activities
movement
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EQUIPMENT FOR THE KINESTHETIC LEARNING STYLE
The child remembers very well what he does and understands reality if he/she
gets involved physically and participates actively in the learning tasks. The child
enjoys of he/she acts and creates or of the /she can use the computer. He/she prefers
opportunity to build physically, to handle learning materials, having states of
restlessness if he/she needs to sit in one place for too long.

He/she tends to play with small
objects while listening to the teacher's
explanations, so we have to make
available to them materials that can be
easily handled and used with a creative
purpose.

The child likes acting, so he/she prefers to handle the puppets in the puppet
theater or to be a small actor in a play.

The teacher allows tactile-kinesthetic children to take short breaks during
activities and to move or relax. She /he encourages them to play by drawing their
opinions about the topics discussed during the school and extracurricular activities,
enabling them to stand or move while telling something or they learn a new material.
The teacher incorporates multimedia resources (computer, projector, video camera,
etc.) in the preschool program. She/he provides a variety of tactile-kinesthetic
activities in the class, using for this: demonstration, dancing, man-made products,
physical exercises, sports tournaments, competitions, contests, music and lectures,
video shows, tours, role play/ interviews, charades,

pantomime, theater plays,

projects, portfolios, walks, walking, readings, puppet shows, musical performance,
science labs, modeling, sculpture, collages, scrapbooks with newspaper clippings,
coloring books, artistic creations, picture frames, needlework, sewing, embroidery,
posters, cards with tasks, black/ white board, objects, letters of glaspapier / felt,
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games, puzzles, origami, computer workand worksheets. The equipment that the
teacher must have is the following:

Equipment

Educational role

Usage/ methodological
suggestions

Language and communication field
Games
transmitting
receiving
messages

for To improve the ability to Colorful
tokens
of
sizes
and send and receive oral appropriate to the child's age
oral messages

Didactic games of For development and
communication
enrichment
of
the
building
construction elements of
communication

Games
vocabulary
development

Tokens representing different
elements of the environment; they
must represent exactly those
objects as not to create to the child
the wrong image

for Development of accurate Colorful tokens, attractive to
verbal expression from children, which to clearly match
the lexical and syntactic the task of the game
viewpoint

Didactic games for Development
of
the Tokens of sizes suited to arouse
developing creative child's imagination and its the child's interest and the desire to
expression
transposition in language create
elements
Kits
with
accessories
and
costumes
for
creative games and
dramatizations

Give of the child the
opportunity to put himself
in the role of the
characters, using various
elements of language

The costumes must be appropriate
to each character, attracting the
attention of the little spectator or
actor

Science field / Mathematical activity
Board
puzzle

games, To develop attention and Suitable in size with attractive
the
capacity
to elements for children, adequate to
concentrate
the level of the group

Small
toys
for It simulates the action of Age-appropriate toys that can be
sorting in series, composition
and easily handled by children
ordering, counting, decomposition of a set
comparison,
composition
and
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decomposition
Games for knowing Recognition and their use
and
applying
mathematical
concepts

Appropriate sizes 10-15 cm, soft
plush material, easy to maneuver
without risk of accidents

Develops preschooler’s Must be made up of interesting
logical and practical elements that lead to the
thinking
achievement of the objectives set

Logicalmathematical
games

Games to develop Grow the knowledge and Appropriately sized tokens and
the
ability
to interest in mathematical images
to
convey
the
communicate using activities
mathematical elements
mathematical
language

Science field / Environmental education
Masks and puppets To better understand the Suitable size, colorful
to handle
environment
Educational Games Understanding
for knowing and environment
understanding the
environment
Educational Games
for
presenting
phenomena
of
nature
experiments

the Tokens illustrating elements of the
environment

Increase children's ability
to
understand
the
occurrence of natural
phenomena

Performing
experiments
appropriate to the theme for a
better understanding of the
presented phenomenon

Educational games Learn to plant plants and
for
developing know their role in nature
environmental
behavior

Children need to learn to protect
nature by planting new plants, but
also through proper care of
existing ones

Puzzles
with Increase
interest
animals,
flowers, knowledge
birds, fish
Signs
of
education

in A4 format, colored, thick foil
without sharp corners

road Recognition and use of 80X120 cm suitable size, location
road signs
- in the visual field of the children
or tridimensional
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Man and society field / Education for society
Costumes
and Understanding the history Can be authentic or in miniature
handicrafts
from and traditions of the
around the country
people
Dishes of folk art

To know the traditions Must be of different shapes, sizes
and customs of the and colors
country's historic areas

Man and society field / Practical activities
Moldings

To retain the specific Suitable size, appropriate colors,
stages of creating an shapes
object

Ornamental stamps

Recognition and their use

Accessories
housework

Housework kits

Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm

for Develop the capacity to Gowns, rompers, caps etc.
handle themselves in
various situations
Increase
creativity, Must contain appropriate toys such
develop imagination
as pots, plastic cutlery, stove etc.

Aesthetic and creative field /Musical activity
Musical
Helps the teacher in Guitar, violin, organ and so on
Instruments or the transmitting
accurate
educator
information
Children's Musical Recognition and their use
Instruments

Tuning fork

Can be normal or in miniature:
harmonica, whistle, drum, violin,
guitar,
organ,
tambourine,
maracas, cymbal, triangle, bell,
castanets, trumpet etc.

Development
of
the Natural dimension
musical
rhythm
and
perception of sounds

Aesthetic and creative field /Plastic arts
Pencils,
brushes, Practice
pens, water colors, painting
palette

drawing

/ Without toxic content, appropriate
sizes 10-15 cm
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Ornamental stamps

Recognition and their use

Appropriate sizes 3X3 cm

Coloring books

Increase interest in the Paper size B5, easy to handle, with
fine arts
a maximum of 24 pages, printed
with quality ink

Different types of Increase
creativity, Must be of good quality, different
paper and cloth
develop imagination
sizes, easy to handle

Psychomotricity/ Physical education
Gymnastics bench, To perform
trellis,
slide, exercises
crawling
tunnel,
mattresses
gymnastics,
bowling
cones,
hoops

different Suitable size, central location

Sandpit, trampoline, For
the
harmonious Spaces like the sand pit,
rope
development of the body hopscotch, trellis, slides – are
arranged at the level of the
kindergarten yard.
Gymnastics suits, Develop the imagination Set of multiethnic and gym suits
folk costumes
and
practical
sense.
Values the talent of each
student
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE WORKING
SPACE FOR PRESCHOOLERS
The kindergarten should be an area that would attract children with activities
that arouse their interest, to involve them and give them the opportunity to develop in
an open and stimulating atmosphere. Therefore, teachers should provide them with an
environment emulation to get them to come to kindergarten with pleasure, to increase
their knowledge in order to form skills and abilities necessary for harmonious
development.

By the way it is organized and arranged, the working environment of
preschool, it offers him the opportunity to feel good in intimacy, encouraging them
and inviting interest in learning through discovery and exploration. The group speaks
to the child which gives the possibility of action and experience.

The main criterion underlying the arrangement of classrooms is critical spirit
of the child. He should explore the possibility of remaining in the room longer, but the
possibility to return to the educational space too. The critical eye of the child sees,
explores, analyzes and interprets space in quickly to be received and express their
agreement or disagreement of entering the hall by intention or not to make the first
steps (http://ccdmures.ro/cmsmadesimple/pdf/bendres.pdf).

The classroom have to be a large
space, bright, airy, clean, painted in
bright colors, warms, harmoniously
combined. Even the furniture must be
dimensioned to the preschool specific
age, equipped with a variety of
materials and toys all within at the
reach of the children, and the space
must be defined so as to give the
appearance

of

multiple

universes

waiting to be discovered and explored.
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Each object or toy from the classroom must keep their predetermined place
known by the preschoolers. They must be accountable in terms of arranging objects
and toys they use and they are required to know each place in the classroom. If the
teacher decides to change the place of an object, she does this by announcing the
group and the reason that led to making that decision.

Lastly, the walls should be decorated taking into account the individual
characteristics of children. It will be manufacture fairy tale characters, landscapes in
different seasons, animated figures or letters or any other decorations, it will be take
into account the specifics of the group, the knowledge and their age. Obviously, the
decoration will change every season and it will be improve whenever needed
(teachers Magazine no. 8/2015 ISSN: 2393-0810).

Respecting all these conditions and criteria, the teacher will arrange the room
so that the child will walk with optimism and he will want to stay in this environment
especially arranged for him and for the activities in which he occupies the leading
role.

To organize an activity in the Sciences Field certain prerequisites are
necessary: an emphasis on developing the logical thinking, the understanding of the
relationship between objects and phenomena, the practicing of the ability to solve
problems, the familiarization and the application of knowledge and the skills of
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elementary mathematical or those related to knowledge and understanding of the
world live; also it must be exhibited many natural materials (acorns, stones, shells,
seeds, fruits, vegetables, grains, collections of insects, herbarium etc.), a place for
animals (aquarium with fish or turtles), and plastic casts, representing animals or
birds, or different folders, images, charts , atlases of anatomy , botany , zoology ,
encyclopedias, maps etc.

The

preschoolers

always

looking to get informed about the
world around them, so it is necessary
to use investigative tools: magnets,
mirrors,

thermometers,

containers,

hourglass, objects measuring, and to
consolidate

and

assimilate

mathematical knowledge necessary be
number games, dominoes, puzzles,
Lotto, games mathematical, rulers,
measuring tapes, scales, scales, legos,
magnetic boards with numbers etc.

For example, to getting the children to acquire knowledge about the Solar
System, we will make a frontal activitie in which preschoolers will be placed in a
semicircle. We use a model with the planets, sun and moon, the planets models
(kinesthetic), computer, projector and speakers to listen to "music" produced by
planets (auditory) and to watch PPT Solar System (visual and auditory). In front of
the children at a distance of about three meters will be the video projector, the
speakers being located on both sides of it for the sound to propagate uniformly.

Between the children and the projector will be placed on two tables, the
models of the planets, the sun and the moon at a distance of about two meters from
kids to not distract them from watching PPT's, but close enough so it can reach
further. This distance is necessary because children will get to replicate models of
planetary movement. The light during the PPT will be minimal, then the room will be
illuminated normal (possibly with natural light), to observe the layout. The placing in
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a semicircle is necessary because it gives to the children the opportunity to interact
with the teacher and the colleagues, sharing ideas and knowledge .
The workspace is organized differently when it comes to activity by groups of
children: they will sit at tables in groups the tables being located in one side of the
classrooms, leaving the middle of the room open for the children, giving them the
ability to move from one center to another. The light for groups activities must be
oriented so that they can see objects they use. Where it will be auditioning and the
volume will be moderated, the children being located at a distance of at least two
meters from the computer and speakers, the sound must be scattered around the room
to not the children. The materials they use are placed in the center to enable them to
get to them and to use the materials.

In case we will perform experiments
that require the use of water or other
substances, depending on the form of
organization

and

the

type

of

experiment, the tables can be placed in
semicircle,

isolated,

or

for

demonstration, a table in the center of
the classroom.
It will be needed maximal vigilance from the part of the teacher to protect
children from accidents, for example slipping. The environment in which the child
lives his life experience directly must prepare a socio - emotional climate, putting the
child in front of several possibilities of which he must choose, decide what suits him.

So it can be concluded that the proper arrangement of the work space is a
prerequisite for a preschooler to have the courage to walk for the first time in a room
group and the teacher has the obligation to respect the peculiarities of age of the
children, precisely because early education to take place under optimum conditions
and that children 's personality can be formed since infancy. So it can be said that
between the management of classroom size, the ergonomic size isn’t unimportant, but
the it occupies the main place for the professional success of the teacher.
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VAK CHILD PROFILING

PROFILING AND PEDAGOGUE’S ROLE
VAK concept integration in preschool demands significant role of pedagogue
to determine profile of child’s perception type. The prelimary studies in this field shos
that child in age beteen 1 and 3 years have not dominant perception type – mostly this
is related to overall child development. It is important that during the pedagogical
work ith this age children all of VAK concepts are used in direct individual or group
work ith children.
After 3 years1 it is already possible to determine the dominant perception type
among children. There may arise challenge for pedagogue to use the those
pedagogical methods that are appropriate to child’s perception type but such strategy
leads to situation that there are not provided conditions to develop other perception
skills of child. The studies confirmed that appropriate balance of VAK concept based
pedagogical tools leads to higher learning achievements in group even if some
individual achievements may be higher. The group based achievements motivates
children in group to share knowledge and skills and strenghtens their communication
skills as well as are crucial to develop cooperation among children.

The pedagogue is key person to determine the child perception type, choose
pedagogical tools related to all perception types and supervise child’s achievments
and effectiveness of choosen methods.

VAK CONCEPT BASED PEDAGOGICAL PROCESS

Pedagogical
observations

1

VAK cocept based
pedagogical approach

Experimental studies in Development Centre 4 Family, year 2015 – 2016.

Feedback and
pedagogical
corrections
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The experimental studies approves that it is not necessary to organize playactivites in intense mode. Usually daily planning allowed learning play-activities in
20 up to 40 minutes. Studies approved that it is difficult to provide effective learning
activity of all perception types in this time limit. Therefore it was studied that the
learning activity may be divided into 3 step learning activity in any part of day if it is
continues and allows to children to make their on observations or conclusions.
Especially it is effective method in STEM learning activities ith combination of
outdoor activities.
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SIMPLE PROFILING TEST FOR CHILD
The test is foreseen to be used by pedagogue without time limits – it can be
started and finalized in the time line set by pedagogue. This test gives the overall
evaluation of dominant perception type. The pedagogue should observe behaviour and
actions of student to determine most commonly realized actions by child.

The test consist of 30 actions to be evaluated. Each situation foresees three
most related actions based on perception type. The dominant perception type is
assigned by summarizing results. Pedagogue needs to analyze also impact of other
perception types which are not dominant to develop also skills and abilities to realize
different actions by child – also those which he is not using at the moment.

It is recommended to overview the test
results once a year because rapid
psychological development in early
age can result as change of dominant
perception type.

VISUAL

AUDIAL

KINESTHETIC

1. Provide to child box with new toy. The box should have illustration of toy.
There is recommended to provide the abstract toy (toy blocks, STEM kit,
etc.)
The child will carefully Child asks brief questions Child will open the box
examine packaging. Some about the toy – what it is? and try the use of toy. He
of children will look for For what purposes can it will try to determine the
instruction inside the box. be used? Some children funcionality of the toy and
Child will be able to will ask if any of other find different types of toy
reflect regarding color and children knows what is use. Child will be occupied
shape of toy after looking this toy?

with physical actions.
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on it.
2. Outside of preschool premises ask child where is his home.
Child will use gestures and Child will try to explain Child will try to take
will try to show where his how he gets to home (by pedagogue in the direction
home is. Children who see car, by bicycle, by walk), of his home.
their homes will usally what objects he needs to
describe

their

houses pass.

(color, floor, yard, etc.)
3. Ask child to prepare sandwich. Provide him picture of sandwich and raw
materials - bread, butter and at least 2 components for sandwich.
Child will try to make Child
copy

of

will

ask

sandwich instructions

for Child

will

from materials

take

and

raw

combine

illustrated on picture. He pedagogue or discuss with them into sandwich. Child
will work carefully, try to other children how the may seek for tools to lay
use

only

components sandwich should look like. the

shown of Picture. Usually Provde
sandwich

will

accurate.

child

butter

or

divide

additional components. Child won’t

look information to fulfil the usually use
task.

Picture

of

sandwich.

4. Ask child to lead group work (group maximums of 4 students). Give the
task to prepare presentation of season.
Child will usually use Child will usually talk in Child will start to lead
drawing or visual tools to group about the topic – group messy, group will be
organize

group what is topic? Often this offered to use different

presentation. Child may group will not be well presentation types. Loto f
ask

for

supplemental organized

visualization

tools possibility that in group results may arise in this

(pencils, colors, applique). other
Usually

because creative and non-ordinary

this

students

are group.

group audialists is less then other motivated

demostrates high level of ones. Child will discuss – results
organization.

Child
to

will

be

present

immediately,

what is presentation, what usually will be bored from
should be done and ask for traditional presentations.
direct instructions.

5. Observe how child is attracting other childret attention in group work.
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Child usually says – look Child usually says – listen, Child

usually

attracts

by

doing

how I do; I will show you; you need to do (that); I attention

look how pedagogue does, will explain you; do you something (for example –
etc.

listen me?

doing extraordinary sports,
not participating in lesson,
trying

to

solutions

find
for

other

proposed

materials)
6. Observe what child is usually doing in play time.
Plays with puzzles, reads Communicates with others Communicates with other
books,

draws.

Usually students,

spent time in small groups.

talks

with students,

does

actions

pedagogue, finds the toys related to sports, usually
with

sound

Usually

effects. tries

spent

time

small groups.

to

participate

in

in movement games. Usually
spent time in large groups.

7. Observe the clothing process of child.
Child well knows his own Child will usually inform Child will start to dress up
clothes, can identify them that he has found his immediately.
among other. Sometimes clothes,

describe

them he

can

Sometimes

chose

wrong

worries if clothes become well. Child can ask which clothes and do not put
dirty. Can start discussion of clothes should be put on them in right order.
if not satisfied with change first.
of clothes.
8. Ask group to discuss and decide on activity to be done in group.
Child may overviem room Child will usually listen to Child
to

determine

which activities

activities have been done other
and

choose

interersting

the

children

most active

activity

proposed

in

for process.

and

will

usually

by immediately choose tools
be for next activity or leave

discussion already

by

starting

activity. He will take an

him.

active part in activity for at
least beginning.

9. Observe the learning style of child.
Child

usually

prefers Child

usually

prefers Child

usually

prefers
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pedagogue
demonstrante

to pedagogue to explain the learning by doing.
what

necessary to do.

is task

and

provide

instructions.

10. Observe child’s behaviour before having lunch.
Child usually evaluates the Child usually evaluates the Usually

before

giving

look of food – how it is food and asks – what is opinion tastes the food. If
served; how it is looking this? How it can be eaten? not
like.

Sometimes

satisfied

with

any

child Also provides evaluation component – refuses to eat

gives evaluation – looks by verbal communication.

it. Usually have right use

tasty.

of tabele equipment.

11. Observe child’s behaviour in social events (like theatre, performances
etc.).
Child carefully looks at Child usually pay lot of Child usually wants to take
performance, after it can attention

to

give detailed information information
about

artists,

and

after sometimes

scene, performance can provide sounds

provide evaluation about detailed
esthetic values.

audial active part in process,

report

content,

moves

of

about children

music.
asked

conversations, participate,

in
If
to

usually

is

surprising moments and volunteer to participate in
musical

background.

performace

is

If actions.

musical,

child is tended to repeat
some songs or beats.
12. Observe child’s behaviour when he concentrates attention.
Child usually concentrates Child

usually

tries

to Child

usually

moves

to the pictures in front of discuss the problem and around, touches thinghs
him or words.

solutions of it.

and needs to be occupied
while thinking.

13. Observe child’s behaviour when are made seasonal decoration in
preschool.
Child usually is interested Child

usually

listens Child

in colors of decoration, instructions of pedagogue that

usually
is

describes

texture

of

how it looks like and what or other mates regarding decoration, how it feels
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is overview look of them.

place where decorations like to touch them (as well
should be placed, gives as weight, material, etc.).
verbal evaluation of visual
look, but not always is
concerned

regarding

composition.
14. Ask child to describe his memories.
Child

usually

describes Child usually uses lot of Child

memories on how objects verbal
looked

like,

impressions

expressions

what describe

the

child

had sometimes

regarding this event.

difficulties

usually

describes

to who was participating in

memories, event, what activities were
can
in

have done in event
telling

consecutive story.
15. When child is nervous ask him to describe what has happen and how the
problem can be solved.
Child will try to visualize Child usually tells about Child can’t sit and tell
the problem and tell it like worries,
story

type.

Child

can

decribe worries, he is moving and

can feelings, but conversation speaking haotically. Uses

describe possible scenarios is sensitive and child’s terms to describe feelings.
in simple problems.

sentences can repeat.

16. Observe relations to adult staff in behaviour of child.
Child usually feels related Child usually feels related Child usually feels more
to adults who are visual to adults with how he can related to aults with whom
common looking to his have talks and may calm he can be in close contact
parents or closest relatives.

down in ceisis situations or like sit on knees, jump on
when upset.

etc.

17. Observe how child fulfils tasks on work sheets with standatized following
tasks.
Child may add it’s own While filling page can Will try to understand
pictures or notes to the quietly

talk

about

the tasks

quikcly,

tasks, will try to realize it process, will always be without

special

fulfil

it

visual

carefully or at least in able to explain how he composition, but usually
colors.

understood tasks.

demonstrantes high logical
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abilities.
18. Observe the child’s behaviour when he tries to explain something.
Child usually tries to show Explains

content

in Tries to involve the person

what he mean or visually different ways until person talking
shows direction he wants listening
pedagogue to go.

into

discussion.

understands Can use gesticulation.

needs or content.

19. Observe what kind of activities child prefers.
Arts, Media, Composition

Music,

Sports,

Dance,

Intercommunicative

Intercommunicative

Activities, Dance.

Activities, Experiments

20. Ask child what he notice first in mates.
How they look and dresēs.

How

they sounds

and How

speaks.

they

moves

and

participates.

21. Observe how child usually acts when introduced with new child.
Prefers

face-to-face Needs more time than Try to organize what to do

communication.

others, first listens to new together – shows toys or
childd and then tries to premises, tries common
have individual talk if gaumes.
interessted.

22. Observe what is more easy for child to remember when showing photo.
Faces

Names

Activities

done

during

making photo
23. Observe what phrase child use most often.
I see what you mean

I hear what you are saying

I know how you feel

24. Observe what type of equipment child is aquainted with
TV,

monitors,

stands

digital Recording

and

audio Screen

equipment

touch

Technologies,

based
digital

tables
25. Observe how child greets long time not seen mate.
Nice to see you! You look Hi! Where were you? How Child
so nice!

are you?

usually

in

physical contact – hug or
friendly nudge.

26. Observe child’s reaction when he is angry.

get
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Usually

is

calm, Child usually raises voice, Stamps about, slams doors

overthinking

what

happened,

sometimes negotiating.

keeps

anger

has tells how he feels, starts or in other way shows
anger

inside

himselfe
27. Ask child how can be known that someone is lying.
Child usually says that Child usually says that Child usually says that he
person avoids looking in changes persons voice.

is feeling that.

eyes.
28. Check which is most effective tools for child to learn the letters.
Best practice is to allow to Best practice is to say and Best practice is to allow
show visual shape with relate letters by repeating kid to practice writting
objects to relate letter with words and key sounds.

letter

and

relating

it.

objects in environment.

to

29. Ask child how he will share will of Christmas present with Santa Claus.
Usually says
write letter.

that

will Will start discussion on the Usually will have lot of
topic.

ideas, will ask questions
regarding process and tell
the previous experience.

30. Ask child which is his faveourite season and why.
Usually uses adjectives to Usually describes seasons Usually tells what can be
describe season.

with actions like – in done in favourite season
summer birds sings, I like and with whom.
New Years fireworks, etc.
The most attention is to
short actions.
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VAK CONCEPT RESEARCH

This chapter aims to describe the results of the research on the development
and implementation of differentiated education based on the learning style of the
children in the Latvian and Romanian preschool. The fundamental objective of this
descriptive research is to identify specific aspects of the VAK approach in preschools,
namely: the main features of the approach, compared to other innovative approaches,
the characteristics of the materials used during the activities, the arranging of the
educational environment, the applicability degree of this theoretical approach in every
age group, the teacher's role in implementing the methodology, the advantages and
limitations of the model, the consequences on child development etc. The research
was carried based on Ioan Popescu liceul developed questionnaire comprising 10
questions with open answers on these specific aspects of VAK approach.

The research of Latvian preschools as conducted on a group of 15 preschool
pedagogues and 4 expert interviews with headmasters of preschools.

The research of Romanian preschools was conducted on a group of 30
specialists in preschool education.
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LATVIA

I. KEY FEATURES OF VAK APPROACH COMPARED TO OTHER
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES

During prelimary research it was set that no preschool in Latvia works based
on VAK concept, but still large number of preschools implement foreign or author
based methodologies targeted to increase of educational achievements in preschool.
Some of methodologies are related to special needs of child and perception type is on
these needs. Therefore in this issue it was analyzed what advantages VAK concept
can demonstrante if compared ith methodologies used in preschools currently.

As one of main advantages was identified possibility to involve large number
of preschool learners by providing them most comfortable learning environment. It
means that reorganization of pedagogical process from current pedagogical practice to
multiple integrated activities sets the object from pedagogue to preschopol learner.
Integration of children in learning process increases their communicative and
cooperation skills.

Both of these main gains of VAK concept are directly related to input of
pedagogue who raises his competence by developing new content integrated play-
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activities. Integrated activities can be good material for development of feedback
besause it demands communicative repeat of content and easy demostrates
achievements of learners in short term.
The frequency of response is illustrated in the chart below:

Main charactersitics of VAK approach
Active involvement of preschool learners in
learning process
Possibility to have immediate feedback from
learners
Diversity of preschool activities
Raising awarness about learners in group
Development of inclusive environment
Development of pedagogues competency
0

II.
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THE
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4

MATERIALS

6

8

10

USED

IN

THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF VAK APPROACH

The aim of this question as to explore if preschool pedagogues have a vision
of materials and types of them to be effective in VAK based learning process.
Therefore it as asked to determine most commonly used materials for each of
perception type and those ones which ould be effective for further use of combined
perception type.

Specific materials for each perception type are:


For the visual type: pictures, toys, objects, posters, books.



For the audial type: records (Music CD’s, Sounds CD’s), discussions and talks in
group regarding topic.

12
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For the kinaesthetic style: nature materials, objects to be used in plays,
involvement of learner.

Research also proved that there are tools that are appropriate for all perception
types like digital tables – screen touch based digital equipment in which can be
downloaded thematical content and by active learners involvement hole perception
types (visual – graphics, audial – souns, kinesthetic – screen touch) used.

III. ARRANGING THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Pedagogues participating in survey confirms importance of environmental
organization necessary to implement VAK concept. The environment foresees not
only different equipment that is necessary for diverse perception types but also clear
segmentation of group rooms. Still it is set set that dividion by perception types
should be implemented carefully because groups should be able to use also other
types of perception that are not their dominant to develop those hich are not
commonly used.

As most important feature is
mentioned necessity of space, because
mainly all activities by no are realized
among the tagles or in activities zone
not organized strategically that learners
ith audial perception are closer to
pedagogue or learners ith kinesthetic
perception have more free space for
their activities.
33% of respondents also mentioned that space is crucial for learning by doing
activities and therefore VAK concept implementation should respect also not only
needs of pedagogue of organization of learning activity but also possibility for further
learners individual activities in the same space and environment.

There has been contrary opinions about environment organization. Half of
respondents have pointed that learning zone should be separated from play zone to
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avoid decrease of attention of learners hile other part of specialists points that learning
process should be carried individually and if child is not taking active part in learning
activity he may play in learning zone but keep his audial attention to learning process.

IV. DEGREE OF APPLICABILITY OF THE VAK MODEL AGE RANGES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AGE RANGES
The specialists’ responses are shown in the following charts, according to
three age ranges:

100%

12%

14%

90%
80%
70%

36%

60%

69%
High

61%

Medium

50%

Low

40%
30%

52%
22%

20%

25%

10%

9%

0%
1,5 - 3 years

3 - 5 years

5 - 7 years

The applicability of VAK model at different age ranges

Data proves that the highest efficiency VAK concept based pedagogical
approach has in age group from 5 – 7 years but it also is important in middle age
group. Specialists refer to overall child development and time necessary to integrate
child into preschool.

As one of crucial argument for VAK learning in middle and eldest age groups
may be necessity to form and determine perception type of child that can be done only
by pedagogues observations in longer time period.
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It is also reflected that during age 1,5 – 3 years is primar period here learning
dissabilities can be identified and sometimes learning dissabilities can be confused ith
perception type (one of specialists have noticed case here light autism was rong
interpretted as kinesthetic learner).

V. THE ROLE OF THE PEDAGOGUE/ EDUCATOR IN THE TEACHING
ADAPTED TO VAK

Research proved that pedagogues believes that pedagogue competency and
motivation are key factors to adapt VAK methodology (100%). The widened response
also allows to take note that academical knowledge about VAK concept is not
accessible due to lack of researches in this field.

Pedagogues points that VAK methodology adaption means not only to iden
pedagogical work content but also lot of time investment in observation process and
this is time consumable if the learners group is large.

VAK concept innovation also brings number of questions regarding
organizational work and diversity of topics and significant methodological support is
needed for pedagogical work.
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Pedagogues’ role in achieving the
education through VAK
Consistent assessment of perception type
Diversification of learning activities
Support of development of non-dominant
perception skills
Development of team work skills
Long-term strategic pedagogical aim set
0
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8

10
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VI. CONSEQUENCES OF IMPLEMENTING THE VAK APPROACH ON
CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Specialists have noticed that successful VAK concept implementation provdes
not only learning achievements, but also leads to more rapid child’s personal
development. As learning benefits are notices deeper academic knowledge, multidisciplinary skills use in learning process and group learning skills development.

It is also noticed that VAK
concept has influence to such personal
qualities as self-confidence, active
participation, tolerance and motivation.
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The frequency of these results is illustrated in the chart below:

Consequences of applying VAK on child
development
Inclusive socialization during learning
Fulfillment of individual learning needs
Increase of self-confidence
Development of communication skills
Motivation of participation
Development of leading skills
0
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4
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10
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VII. EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY APPLYING THE
VAK METHODOLOGY

Respondents noticed that evaluation of results should correspont to standarts
of curricula and VAK concept implementation can provide expansion of content of
curricula. Still evaluation in preschool is object of discussion because 66% of
respondents noticed that evaluation object is child skills and knoledge not comparing
his development ith other mates. It is significant to keep evaluation among the
pedagogue, preschools administration and parents to avoid competition among
learners.

14
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Evaluation of results obtained by
applying VAK methodology
Independent Evaluation from other
pedagogue

Individual Talks or Learning Activities

Observations
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VIII. ASPECTS OF VAK METHODOLOGY

The respondents where asked to provide set of teaching methods to be used by
VAK concept that would respect VAK learning styles. There ere provided multiple
ideas but 10 most popular of them could be grouped in 2 groups: intercommunicative
and learning by doing activities:

Intercommunicative Activities

Learning By Doing Activities

Brainstorming

Experiments

Explanations

Observations

Group Role-Plays

Didactic Game

Reflections

Problem Solving

Feedback

Multi-Disciplinary Activities

IX. ADVANTAGES OF VAK APPROACH
VAK approach integration leads to pedagogue and child’s more effective
collaboration that is based on respect of child’s individual needs and physical and
mental features. Learning process gains more motivation due to easy to understand
methods and more participation of learner.
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VAK approach also demands high level of responsibility from pedagogue and
gives input in development of his observation skills. Pedagogue still remains authority
in learning process but his role is to be invisible mentor during learning process. VAK
approach changes traditional preschool learning process in group “idividuals”
learning process.

VAK cencept provides preschool with significant observations information
that may be used in further planning or evaluation activities as ell as for reporting of
status to parents. It also allos to pre-diagnosis possible learning dissabilities or
learning difficulties that may arise.

Advantages of applying VAK methodology
Diversity of content
Involvement of child
Creation of link from pedagogue to each child
Strenghtening group interaction
Raise of pedagogues competency
Development of information data base
regarding child's development
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X. DIFFICULTIES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF VAK APPROACH AT ANTE
PRESCHOOL AND PRESCHOOL AGES

Already in previous questions respondents noticed the significant individual
work that should be done by pedagogue to provide effective and appropriate VAK
concept implementation in his pedagogical work. Most of respondents noticed that
lack of tools that would allow to use concept are not available at this time.

16
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72% of respondents also pointed that VAK concept not alays solve all learning
problems, especially in early age group (1,5 – 3 years) where are significant
development ranges among children.

It is also mentioned (15%) that VAK concept is long-term activity for
preschool because it demands revision of current educational content to diversed
content and enlarging tools used in pedagogical process, so it can not be implemented
in one year and therefore the evaluation of VAK concept on-site can be realized just
in few years.
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TURKEY

I. KEY FEATURES OF VAK APPROACH COMPARED TO OTHER
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES

It is seen that up to participants the most important feature of VAK approach
us connection with multiple intelligencies and also active involvement of
preschoolers.This educational methodology related to multiple intelligence gives
clues about children interests, skills and learning styles.
The frequency of response is illustrated in the chart below:

Main characteristics of VAK approach
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II.

CHARACTERISTICS

OF

THE

MATERIALS

USED

IN

THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF VAK APPROACH

The main advantage of VAK metarials is the simple structure and clear use of
them in learning process.

VAK material characteristics

III. ARRANGING THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Pedagogues, who participated in reseach, pointed clear necessity to develop
environment set on learning styles. Still it requires lot of discussions because it is
necessary to develop whole children perception types and further ideas for
environmental development should be investigated.
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VAK environmental characteristics

IV. DEGREE OF APPLICABILITY OF THE VAK MODEL AGE RANGES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AGE RANGES

The respondents gave clear vision that VAK concept should be applied in age
after 3 years and the most results can be reached in age from 5 – 7 years. It is realted
to aspects that in this age child already has one dominating perception type and the
learning process involves also feedback.
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V. THE ROLE OF THE PEDAGOGUE/EDUCATOR IN THE TEACHING
ADAPTED TO VAK METHODOLOGY

VAK methodology foresees active role of pedagogue with aim to respect
learning differencies. The ambitious result of VAK evaluation form perspective of
pedagogue sets that pedagogue needs to have new role – observers role, not to be the
only one authority.

Pedagogues’ role in achieving the education through VAK

VI. CONSEQUENCES OF IMPLEMENTING THE VAK APPROACH ON
CHILD DEVELOPMENT

The teaching staff surveyed shows that VAK approach provides direct impact
to individual learning needs and communication between pedagogue and child.

The frequency of these results is illustrated in the chart below:
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Consequences of applying VAK on child development

VII. EVLUATION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY APPLYING THE VAK
METHODOLOGY

The most used evaluation form of VAK based learning are observations. It is
related to direct role of pedagogue in learning process.

Evaluation of results obtained by applying VAK methodology
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VIII. ASPECTS OF VAK METHODOLOGY

The most common opinion regarding VAK methodology represents that it
demands a lot of individual work for pedagogue but allows to build current
preschoolers based learning process.

IX. ADVANTAGES OF VAK APPROACH

The most gain of VAK concept is active involvement of child in learning
process. It also allows to involve those children who are introvert or have learning
difficulties.

Advantages of applying VAK methodology

X. DIFFICULTIES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF VAK APPROACH AT ANTE
PRESCHOOL AND PRESCHOOL AGES

Individual differencies appear not only through learning styles, also different
age groups can demand significantly different learning content. VAK concept is clear
but very hard to implementē it in very early age groups like 1,5 up to 3 years old
children. It also demands proffesionalism of teacher because learning process is
dynamic and each lesson can bring different outcomes.
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Difficulties in achieving education through VAK
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ROMANIA

I. KEY FEATURES OF VAK APPROACH COMPARED TO OTHER
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES

The central idea of the synthesis of responses on this issue is that, in the case
of the VAK approach, compared to other innovative approaches, education is done
differently, depending on the children's personal predispositions that influence their
ability to acquire information, to interact with other children and with the educator
and to participate in learning experiences. Thus, children are actively involved in
learning situations, differentiately exploring different materials, which contribute to
their cognitive, physical and socio-emotional development. In this context, the content
and the whole teaching approach must be organized in the manner in which to train
specifically children's sensory modalities. Also, another feature of this approach
relates to the behaviours and specific means used for stimulating these ways of
perception and information processing: the visual child learn best by seeing, starting
from the concrete to the abstract through drawings, pictures, photos; the auditory
approach is characterized by the use of paraverbal language, adjusting the tone,
intonation, voice, and the kinaesthetic learning style is successful in forming the skills
of any kind.
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All these features allow the teachers to reflect on their own behaviour and
propose integrated activities that meet individual and age peculiarities of children,
including their type of intelligence.
The frequency of response is illustrated in the chart below:

education tailored to peculiarities of
preschoolers
connection with multiple intelligences
promotion of integrated activities
reflecting on teaching style
differentiated behaviors of preschoolers
adaptation of the teaching approach - VAK
active involvement of preschoolers
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Main characteristics of VAK approach

II.
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OF

THE

MATERIALS

USED
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THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF VAK APPROACH

The teaching means used in the activities with preschoolers are naturally
adapted to the perceptual style of the learners. It can emphasized a range of materials
that require specific items for two or even all three learning styles, but also a number
of materials specific to one or other of them. Thus, the educational softwares involve
all three sensory modalities, because children view images (objects, figures, action,
characters, etc.), hear the description of events, the dates of the problems,
requirements, etc., but are also faced with the challenge of acting specifically for
solving certain tasks. Watching movies and puppet theatre also involve the visual and
auditory styles.

Specific materials for each of the three sensory modalities are:
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• For the visual style: illustrations, charts, booklets, toys, concrete objects etc .;
• For the auditory style: CDs with stories or descriptions of natural phenomena, role
play, etc.;
• For the kinaesthetic style: concrete objects used in board games, objects from nature
etc.

III. ARRANGING THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

The educational environment must correspond to differentiated learning. Thus,
all the experts (100%), who responded to the questionnaire, believe that the most
efficient form of organising the group is working in groups based on the children's
learning style. Each group of children must have a space arranged for the activity,
benefit from educational resources and work tasks tailored to their learning style.
Also, most of the respondents (72%) highlighted the importance of individual
activities because on one hand, every child is unique in the manifestation of one or
another learning style, and on the other hand, we are talking about the preponderance
of a learning style at the same time with its combination with other styles. Moreover,
some specialists (60%) remembered also the effectiveness of frontal activities (done
with the whole group), activities that have elements specific to all three learning
styles, thus training all sensory modalities. Therefore, we conclude that the opinion of
preschool pedagogues stresses the importance of merging organisational forms for the
efficiency of the teaching act in agreement with the VAK approach.

IV. DEGREE OF APPLICABILITY OF THE VAK MODEL AGE RANGES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AGE RANGES
The specialists’ responses are shown in the following charts, according to
three age ranges:
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The applicability of VAK model at different age ranges

From the data illustrated, we note that, according to respondents, the
applicability degree of the VAK approach in preschool education increases with the
age of the children. The green area of the graphics (which shows the high level of
applicability) is more extensive as the child's age is higher, and the blue area (which
shows the low level of applicability) is present only in age range from 1.5 to 3 years
old. We can assume that, in this case, the degree of applicability is consistent with the
possibility of determining the learning style, but especially with the level of
manifestation of prevalence / preference of a particular learning style depending on
the three age ranges.

V. THE ROLE OF THE PEDAGOGUE/EDUCATOR IN THE TEACHING
ADAPTED TO VAK METHODOLOGY
The respondents emphasized the importance of pedagogues’ conduct for in
adapting and applying the VAK model in preschool education, proposing, in this
context, the following roles: design of activities and organization of content according
to each learning style, encouraging and facilitating the manifestation of children’s
own preferences in receiving and processing information, discreet intervention in
children's activity, fostering the development of children’s teamwork skills, gradually/
sequentially presenting information to facilitate their acquisition, creating concreteintuitive learning situations.
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placement of children in concrete-intuitive situations
gradual presentation of information
development of teamwork skills
discreet intervention
facilitator factor in learning styles' manifestation
differentiating the teaching approach
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Pedagogues’ role in achieving the education through VAK

VI. CONSEQUENCES OF IMPLEMENTING THE VAK APPROACH ON
CHILD DEVELOPMENT

The teaching staff surveyed highlighted the positive aspects of applying the
VAK model on children’s future development, among the most important including:
identifying and meeting individual learning needs, increasing self-confidence, a better
positive conscious perception at the group level (group sintality), development of
communication capacity and its optimization within the group, the capitalisation of
personal resources and development of the sense of personal self-efficacy through the
assuming of the role of expert in certain areas.

The frequency of these results is illustrated in the chart below:
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optimizing communication
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fulfillment of individual learning needs
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Consequences of applying VAK on child development
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VII. EVLUATION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY APPLYING THE VAK
METHODOLOGY

Evaluation of the results, obtained from the application, takes place, according
to the teaching staff surveyed, similarly to other approaches - whether traditionalist or
innovative, as they are mentioned various methods such as tests, experiments,
analyzing activity products, conversation for updating information, contests,
reflection sheets etc.

Reflection sheets
Contests
Update through conversation
Manufacturing of objects
Experiments
Tests
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Evaluation of results obtained by applying VAK methodology

VIII. ASPECTS OF VAK METHODOLOGY

The concept of methodology is primarily concerned with the ensemble of
teaching methods and procedures aimed at achieving the teaching objectives. As seen
in the chart below, subjects' responses include a variety of teaching methods and,
from the traditional to the modern, active and participative. It seems that the most
frequently applied method in differentiated education, based on the learning styles, is
attentive and careful observation of some phenomena, objects with the purpose of
knowing them or stimulating responsiveness and the level of involvement in the
development of some phenomena. The conversation - especially the heuristic one involves a dialogue between pedagogue and child, raising student’s interest through a
set of questions, thereby guiding him to the discovery of reality. The demonstration
results in the reproduction of some actions or learning knowledge based on intuitive
support. We note that the three teaching methods mentioned so far are specific, in
turn, to the visual, auditory and kinaesthetic style. Other methods applicable in
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teaching activities that comply with the children’s learning styles: problem solving,
learning by discovery, experiment, stellar explosion, explanation, reading after
images, exercise, clusters, cube method, didactic game, brainstorming and the
mysterious journey.

mysterious journey
brainstorming
didactic game
cube
cluster
exercise
reading after images
stellar explosion
explication
experiment
learning by discovery
problem solving
demonstration
conversation
observation
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VAK methodology

IX. ADVANTAGES OF VAK APPROACH

Knowing children's learning styles, and the adaptation of the teaching
activities to these, presents a number of advantages that provide differentiation and
individualization of learning, thus respecting and promoting the uniqueness of
children. The arguments of the teachers, who were asked why pedagogue should
choose a VAK approach, consist primarily in highlighting the active character of the
child’s involvement in his own development, thus activities becoming much more
attractive, because they answer his preferences. In this context, multiple strategies of
cognitive development are facilitated by exploring the environment by engaging
better developed sensory modalities. Other advantages of applying the VAK model
are: free and harmonious development of the child's personality according to his own
pace and needs, development of the spirit of observation, practice of techniques and

16
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methods of knowing the children and setting clear rules and procedures to be
followed.
clear procedures
methods of knowing the child
stimulation of individual uniqueness
development of the spirit of observation
cognitive stimulation by engaging preferred…
attractiveness of activities
active involvement of children
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Advantages of applying VAK methodology

X. DIFFICULTIES OF IMPLEMENTATION OF VAK APPROACH AT ANTE
PRESCHOOL AND PRESCHOOL AGES

incorrect handling of objects
low self control
there are no difficulties
excessive verbalizing
individual differences
solving work tasks
difficulties in attention
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Difficulties in achieving education through VAK

Even if education differentiated based on learning styles knows a variety of
advantages, which we have highlighted above, it is necessary to emphasize certain
limitations or difficulties which may arise during the implementation of this approach
in preschool. Respondents of the present study pointed out, first of, all the attention
difficulties that might occur primarily in children. It is well-known that between 1.5
and 7 years old, child's attention is unstable, highly fluctuating and easily distractible
by the factors around. In such a situation, when working differently and each group
has other tasks to achieve, everything that the other children do, different from what

20
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he does, constitutes potential disturbance factors for his own activity. Secondly, this
difficulty of attention span might manifest also among the teachers, who need to focus
their neural activity simultaneously on multiple types of activities. Other difficulties
mentioned, by the teaching staff who responded to the questionnaire, are: the issues
that may arise in solving the work

tasks depending on age peculiarities, inter-

individual differences even between children with the same learning style, excessive
verbalization of each type of task/ activity, difficulties in behavioural self-control at
low ages, inadequate handling of objects etc. Also, another part of the respondents
mentioned that there is no difficulty in applying this approach in preschool education.

Preventing and improving the difficulties that may arise in the didactic act
represents a major responsibility of pedagogues, who through skilful didactic craft,
turn the potential difficulties in real challenges, making possible, in this way, the
amplification of the advantages and benefits of applying the VAK approach in the
quality of the teaching endeavour and in the plan for the child’s development.
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VAK CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION
PRELIMARY RESULTS
Nistor Luciana (teacher preschool, I Grade )
The approach and the applying of the differentiated education has
considerable advantages both for children and for teachers, because children have
different learning styles, and by approaching VAK, educators are able to transmit and
to determine the children to gain new knowledge much faster and over a long
duration - using the learning style of each child, thus individualizing learning.
In the 2015-2016 school year, I applied the methodology VAK at kindergarten
in which I operate and have carried out activities that were based on learning based
on three senses - sight, hearing and kinesthetic. They were chosen cards applicable
on the three age levels (1.5-3 years; 3-5 years; 5-7 years) and were conducted
experiments, as I said, based on the three senses (VAK). Following these learning
activities I found that preschoolers were more attracted to new knowledge, that were
directly involved in the activity and that they could choose how learning made them
participate actively, observing much easier the particularities wanting to participate
in experiments performed at for another sense (for example, children who watched
PPT sites with solar system wanted to participate also to the experiment with the
movement of the Earth's rotation or modeling or making planets). I noticed that the
preschoolers were attracted either by one sense or they have chosen to participate in
experiments carried out and the other senses, making some of them to understand
and to settle the information better.
We may specify that the preschoolers accumulated knowledge more easily,
their comments were extremely accurate and the questions very precises. The fact
that they could choose the learning style, this made them more relaxed, causing them
to participate actively and consciously during the activity.
So after applying VAK activities, I found that the advantages of this
approach are many, learning is done by age groups, individualized activities are
more attractive, children accumulate more rapidly knowledge, using the style of
learning (visual, kinesthetic, auditiv), developing their senses, competitiveness and
the creativity and they are directly involved in activities.
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The teachers were able to know better the children and they have adapted
the informations and the educational materials for each child, depending on the
capabilities of each style of learning, establishing rules, techniques, tasks and
procedures to fit the needs of preschoolers in instructive educational activities.
The learning centers were more varied, the materials, the methods and the
techniques so diverse, which led to the development of a sense of observation for
children. The main disadvantage of applying VAK in educational system

in

Romanian, given the number of preschoolers, was the lack of permanent control on
children, which have led to a verbalization excessive from them and loss of attention,
these factors leading to non-fulfillment of duties imposed or mishandling of the
teaching materials.

Panainte Anda Anamaria (debutant teacher)
“We are different, we learn so different." This is the premise from which we
turn on when we notice that the preschoolers tend to perceive more easily the
transmitted information under distinct forms, whether visual or auditory or
kinesthetic. The discovery of the predominant learning style of a child by the teacher
has great importance in the alleviating of the transmission of the information. VAK
educational program has been instrumental during the activities, but it was also
efficient for the transmission of the information. The application of VAK methods
allowed the understanding of information by all the children, according to their own
dominant learning style. This project has opened a new perspective on learning and
teaching methods, but also triggered intense interest of all the children to participate
in the activity.

Fînaru Bonny Mary Ella (preschool teacher, grade I)

The learning based on senses approach is a great way to approach the new
acquaintance and their consolidation. Children are attracted by the environment and
because the learning is based on concrete things and that they can choose the
sensory learning method, this determine them to accumulate a lot faster the
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informatios, and the informations are long lasting. It should be taken into account
that the interindividually differences between the children (even the same style of
learning ) and theage peculiarities of children, this can lead to the wrong approach,
making the children inattentive and noisy, which makes that the educational process
being disrupted.

Zaharia Ana (preschool teacher, grade I)

Learning is made easier by addressing VAK because preschoolers are
directly involved, procedures for performing the tasks are clear and concrete and
activities are more attractive if they are based on information and tangible things.
Whereas in the teaching approaches. all three VAK are sed, the learning is
based on three senses - kinesthetic, visual - aural some of the children is stimulated
only one or two of the senses, for these reasons the teachers design their activities to
the requirements of each child, focusing on the material and theworkloads to draw
them and to persuade them to accumulate knowledge and to make learning more
pleasant.
So the teaching act must be skilfully prepared taking into account the
particularities of each individual age of each child to help the accumulation of
knowledge, the skills and the abilities focusing on the three learning styles, either
separately or interspersed.

Chirvase Daniela Alina (preschool teacher)

,,After applying at small group of experimental sheets, based on VAK in
preschool, I noticed that this type of education has given me the opportunity to place
the child in the center of the learning process, to create each element of the teaching
process for and in the interest of the child. It allowed me to self-assess my own
teaching style in relation to the results of preschoolers and to the way they adapt to
the school environment. In fact, the kindergarten is the intermediary between families
and school and the teacher has must do everything so that this transition be as
smooth. I believe that this pedagogical approach helped me to identify with greater
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accuracy the strengths and weaknesses of my didactic activity, allowing me a better
understanding of children and a better communication.
Regarding the experiments applied, I can make the following observations:
1. ,, The Solar System "- the children were divided into three groups,
corresponding to the three styles of learning, each having different tasks.
First, children watched a PPT and answered to my questions. Then, they
listened to a song about the solar system and they played it. At last, they had
to mood, being divided into three groups, the Sun, the Moon and the Earth.
After applying this experiment, I observed that preschoolers have completed,
from one stage to another, their information about the solar system. The most
important stage seemed to me the kinesthetic one, when the children had to
apply and exploit the new information. It was the moment when the
information received was perceived as something real and not just simple
theory. In other words, the child has passed on what he has received. During
this experiment, I noticed what impact they had on children the power-point
images, being colorful and animated. After this stage the children knew how to
identify the color, the shape and the size of each planet. Following the second
stage, children have retained the names of the planets. The third stage, the
kinesthetic one, was more a self-assessment of the activity: the children gave
me a feedback about the information received and how I have managed to
capture their attention. It helped me to understand where should I change my
teaching strategy and why.

2. ,, Volcanoes "- the purpose of this experiment was the strengthening of the
knowledge about the environment (shapes, colors, elements), but also to show
how is produced a volcano lava. Thus, first children saw a film about the
largest volcanoes in the world and about the moment when they erupted. Then
they heard general information about volcanoes and lava producing
phenomena. In the last round, they tried to create a small volcano. The first
team prepared the materials and the workspace. The second team built of clay
the volcano. The third team added to the volcano the watercolors and the
sodium bicarbonate. Almost every team has completed it on the other,
bringing a few improvements. I noticed that the kinesthetic phase incited the
interest of children, because they brought their own contribution. At the time
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when the volcano erupted, it was basically the reward they received for their
work, giving me the opportunity to achieve an immediate assessment and selfevaluation.

At this experiment we encountered difficulties in procuring materials so being
more expensive than the previous one. I noticed that the preparation work
requires more time than the usual activity, but that preschoolers were more
attracted, more trained, more trapped, more receptive than usually. It was
reconfirmed that it is necessary to know each child, find the ways in which
they react and receive the best new information. I believe I chose the best
method of making the child to react positively: I gave him what he wanted to
see, to hear what he wanted to hear and do what he liked. The child is like a
sponge that can absorb what it is offered to him and retain what is really
needed. How the teacher tells the new information about his surroundings is
essential, and how else can know better the environment than by their own
interaction with it? "
“I consider essential to know the peculiarities of preschooler own development, as a
subject of education. Inadequacy of teaching methods to the psychology of the child
remains one of the main causes of school failure. Therefore, the design of teaching
must take account of the group, the teaching tasks has to be tailored to each child.
Each child listens to a text. Only a few will reproduce it exactly, some of them will
retain much of the text and most children will retain only a few issues. We need to
follow the progress of each child in relation to himself and not reporting them always
to the others. When the child sees the image, it remains imprinted in his mind, when
he hears new information, the words resound in the ears and when he does something
with his hand information remains forever in his behavior. "says Mrs. ROMANIC
ROXANA, Preschool Teacher at Pedagogical Highschool Kindergarten ,,Ioan
Popescu”, Bârlad, Vaslui County, România

Voronenko Liene (headmaster)
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Teaching STEM in preschool has been challenge already for years. It requests
restart of pedagogue to turn complex content into simple and keep it attractive to
every child.
I have found that VAK concept leads to this crucial “simplification”, because
it demands to
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Development Centre 4 Family is Latvia based experimental preschool in
Riga which specializes in innovative teaching methodologies development related to
integration of child care and child needs in learning process. Preschool mainly
specializes in STEM integration into curricula and effective tools development for
pedagogical work. Preschool has sucessfully integrated and developed previously
social education programs to improve child integration in early child care system.
Preschool has 3 groups of children in age from 1,5 up to 7 years and children
are divided into groups based on their skills and needs.
Preschool staff is not only implementing learning activities but also provides
consultations and learning courses to other prechool specialists in field of integration
of teaching methods. Preshool has close cooperation with other preschools in Latvia
as ell as schools that allos to build long term development programs for appropriate
child education process.
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Liceul Pedagogic „Ioan Popescu” is one of the oldest pedagogical school in
Romania (1870), located in Bârlad,Vaslui County in the North-East region of
Romania. It is the only pedagogical high school in the county, so their role in the
community is very important.
School has 820 students, 120 in kindergarten and the rest (15-19 years old), in
the vocational (pedagogical, artistic & sport) and theoretical (philology) classes. The
kindergarten is an application kindergarten, which means it supports teaching
practice. The activities of the kindergarten are observed by the 9th and 10th grade
pedagogical classes and the classes of instructors for extracurricular activities. They
get to teach kindergarten activities in the 11th grade. The pedagogical students study
to become educators and primary school teachers, so they relish learning from our 8
experienced, well-trained kindergarten educators. They have been chosen with great
care, based on their expertise, by our psychologists and counsellors.
The kindergarten’s very qualified and experienced kindergarten teachers
permanently do various activities to answer the needs of our preschoolers, adapting
the curricula to their particularities, the best they can. These educators were chosen by
our psychologists and school counselors for their expertise and experience to best
answer the needs of our preschoolers and students and to be professional role-models
for our students doing their practice with them.
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Yalova pre-school was established in 2005.There are 12 classrooms,one
drama room, one English room, one Science laboratory, one Mental Games and Chess
room, one sports hall, three dining rooms, one kitchen, one store, one archieve room,
one headmaster room, one deputy headmaster room, one officer room and one early
childhood unit(0-36 months) in our school. There is a 500m2 garden.Vegetables and
fruit can be planted in our garden and it has animal shelters and a sand pool.
We have twelve teachers, a headmaster, a deputy haedmaster, an officer, three
specialists who are responsible for the self care of the children,a cook and an assistant
cook.
Dual education is done in our school (morning-afternoon).We have children's
club for working parents.The education time is between 08.00-18.00.We have 70 4year-old children and 150 5-year-old children.

Preschool Paasuke is Estonian preschool situated in border ton Valga. It has
specialization in language deep learning as it provides bilingual programs. Preschool
is developing tools to provide effective learning process both for Estonian and
Russian language learning kids.
Special role in preschool activities is targeted to cooperation ith parents and
outdoor activities.
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